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4

PRESS:

Akaku:

Maui Communi ty Television,

Inc.

Ilima Loomis, The Maui News
2

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

(Gavel).

Council's Committee on Budget and

4

Finance will come to order.

This is the 4th of

5

November, 2003.

6

Mr. Kane, Ms. Johnson, Mr .. Molina, Mr. Nishiki,

7

Mr. Pontanilla, and Ms. Tavares.

8

Mr. Mateo.

This morning we have Mr. Carroll,

Chair excuses

Members, we have two items this morning.

9

10

First is Budget 6, Cost of Items for Unit 12, Police

11

Officers and Employees Excluded from Unit 12, as

12

well as Item 22, which is the Reviewing, Revising,

13

and Establishing Real Property Classifications.

14

ITEM NO.6:

15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

COST ITEMS FOR UNIT 12, POLICE OFFICERS AND
EMPLOYEES EXCLUDED FROM UNIT 12, POLICE
OFFICERS (C.C. Nos. 03-256 and 03-257)

The first item we'll take up this morning,

17

Members, is unit -- BF-6.

18

Police Officer's Unit 12 contracts, we'll go to the

19

real property item listed for today's agenda.

20

is when we'll take public testimony on that specific

21

area and then go into Committee's deliberations and

22

discussions.

23

Once we conclude the

That

This morning we have Chief Tom Phillips,

24

Assistant Chief Keku Akana, and Greg Takahashi from

25

the Department of Police, as well as Mr. Agsalog,
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5

our Budget Director.
First let me ask is there anyone wishing to

2
3

give testimony on Item No.6, Which is the Cost

4

Items for Unit 12, Police Officers and Employees?

5

Okay, seeing none, we shall close testimony for this

6

specific item only at this time.
I will ask the Budget Director if you have

7
8

any opening comments for the Committee at this time,

9

Mr. Agsalog?

10

MR. AGSALOG:

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Members of the

11

Committee.

12

budget allows for the pay increases for the

13

collective bargaining that was negotiated during

14

that were going on during the budget session, so we

15

have put into our budget about 2 million to cover

16

Fire's and Police, and I think with the Fire and

17

Police the total amount for this fiscal year is only

18

1,372,000 total increase, so it will be enough to

19

cover our increases.

20

have, Mr. Chair.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

With regards to Item 6, our current

So that's the only opening I

Thank you.

Thank you.

~hief,

any comments for the

22

Committee, either from yourself or your other

23

representatives?

24
25

MR. PHILLIPS:
Members.

Oh, no.

Good morning, Mr. Chair and

We're just here basically to answer any
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1

questions you might have of us, and I should also

2

acknowledge that we have the SHOPO business agent

3

George Kaho'ohanohano here, and I think he would be

4

available if there are any questions as well for

5

him, but thank you for having us.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you, Chief.

7

Members, you've heard that we also have a

8

SHOPO representative, Mr. George Kaho'ohanohano.

9

also have Director of Personnel Services Lynn Krieg

10

here present, should the members have any questions

11

for these resource people.

12

that we have a mUlti-year contract consideration to

13

approve.

14

before you.

15

as Councilors have already appropriated the funds

16

for this specific request during the regular budget

17

session.

Members, you are aware

That is what is being -- has been put
As stated by the Budget Director, you

Questions regarding Item 6?

18

We

I'll ask,

19

Mr. Carroll, if you have any questions for our

20

resources?

Mr. Kane?

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No questions.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson?
The only question I had is just to

24

get on the record that this was an increase that was

25

negotiated through binding arbitration; is that
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7

correct?

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chief?

3

MR'. PHILLIPS;

Yes r that's correct.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

7
8

9
10

Okay, thank you.

Okay, thank you.

questions?

Mr. Molina, any

Mr. Nishiki?

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yes.

We've got before us two

resolutions, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

That is correct.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Can I get an explanation on the

11

second resolution, which is the last page on Item 6,

12

where it's talking about cost items for employees

13

excluded from Unit 12 Police Officers.

14

these people?

15

in regards to the Police Union, do these people

16

automatically receive similar raises?

17

this resolution does?

18
19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Who are

And whenever there is a negotiation

Is this what

Who would you like to respond to your

question, Mr. Nishiki?

20

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

MR. PHILLIPS:

Whoever knows the answer.

I believe the excluded employees in this

22

instance would be our Internal Affairs Investigators

23

and our Criminal Intelligence Unit Officers, and

24

there's a Lieutenant and Sergeant in P and T that

25

are excluded -- or the entire unit are excluded in
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1

the Plans and Training Division, so talking about

2

seven -- about ten people.

3

number if you need it, but they're excluded from the

4

Union because of their assignments.

5

to get the same raises as the Union employees.

6
7

8
9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

I can get the exact

So we want them

These are police officers that are

not in the Union?
MR. PHILLIPS:

They're excluded because of their position.

Internal Affairs, we have three people in Internal

10

Affairs.

11

Intelligence Unit.

12

now assigned.

13

have a Lieutenant, a Sergeant and three Patrol --

14

two Patrolmen that are excluded from the Union.

15

it's -- it's just kind of a formality,

16

we're asking that they receive the same raises as

17

all the other officers.

18

resolutions.

19

There are four positions in the Criminal

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

There's only three there right

And then in plans and Training we

Okay.

So

I guess, that

That's why the two

And am I to understand that we

20

now have to budget when we pass this resolution,

21

Mr. Chairman, for the year 2004,

22

the additional cost is what is being represented I

23

guess on the second page on the October 3rd

24

communication, which is 846,000 for Fiscal Year

25

2004, one million eight for 2005, three million one

'5, and '6?
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1

for '6, and four million two for '7?

2

we are approving today, those four years and the

3

additional monies?

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is that what

My understanding" Mr. Nishiki, is that what

5

we are approving is the cost items for the current

6

budget year, since we do annual budgeting.

7

remaining three years will be up to the sitting

8

Council to put those appropriated funds, but we have

9

always, in my understanding, allocated the funds

Those

10

that have gone through the contract process,

11

collective bargaining process, and we have honored

12

those commitments that the County has entered to for

13

our employees.

14

forward those resources in the appropriate budget

15

year for those -- for these employees by this

16

contract we have committed to.

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

So I would say we would be putting

And those numbers are represented

18

with the 4 percent increase that the Union has

19

bargained with?

20

MR. PHILLIPS:

Is that --

There's the 4 percent and then there's

21

other cost items in the -- like step movement and

22

standard of conduct pay increase in the third year,

23

I believe, and so it includes all of those cost

24

items.

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Are you done, Mr. Nishiki?

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I'm done.

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla?
Thank your Mr. Chair.

Maybe

5

question for Chief Phillips.

6

the entry level officer's pay.

7

reading this thing rightr but for June 30th r 2003 I

8

see here 32 r l00 r

9

MR. PHILLIPS:

This is in regards to
I don't know if I'm

is that rightr for entry level?

For June 30th r did you say?

10

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, Exhibit A.

Okay, Members, Exhibit A is the first

12

October 3rd communication from Mayor under 03-256.

13

It's the thicker communication in your binder.
Mr. Pontanilla r are you referring to the one

14
15
16
17

that has the -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
C --

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20
21

Yeah, it got like, say, A, Br

Eight columns?

Yeah r in the columns r and I'm

trying to decipher how you read this thing.
MR. PHILLIPS:

Yeahr I think we're looking at -- we should

22

be looking at the PO-5 level, so the form -- the pay

23

as of June 30th would have been 33,408 annually,

24

2,784 monthly, for an entry level.

25

the -- as of July Ist r we'd be looking at annually

And so after
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1

34,744 and monthly 2,895, roughly a hundred dollar a

2

month increase.

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

4

you, Chair.

That would be entry level

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Entry level.

Okay, thank

Ms. Tavares?

No.

No questions?

Anyone else regarding Item

8

No.6?

Okay, Mr. Kaho'ohanohano, I will allow you,

9

if you have any comments you wish to share with the

10

Committee, do you have anything you wish to put

11

forward for the -- for the officers?

12

MR. KAHOOHANOHANO:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

Not at this time, sir.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Ms. Krieg, any comments from

Personnel Services?

15

MS. KRIEG:

Not at this time.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

OkaYI

we have both members declining.

17

Anything else, Members?

18

we are approving the package of the four years

19

we do annual budgeting.

20

the year 2 of the consideration.

21

MR. AGSALOG:

As Staff did share with me,
I

but

So next year we'll take up

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Yes, Mr. Agsalog.
Just probably a

22

clarification to Mr. -- Member Nishiki's question

23

earlier.

24

what they're asking for is only 5,815 additional

25

cost to this budget, not the whole 800 -- it's

The

on this current year budget,
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additional to 800-something-thousand that he read

2

earlier.

3

?:

4

MR. AGSALOG:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's for the excluded one, yes.
Okay, thank you.

Mr. Nishiki, you need any

clarification or follow-up?

6

7

That's for the excluded --

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Not that.

I was curious about, Dani,

8

and maybe you can help me, on that second page, the

9

last item, Hawaii Employer-Union Health Benefits

10

Trust Fund.

11

employer's contribution to the Hawaii Employer-Union

12

Health Fund -- Trust Fund, which replaces the

13

existing Hawaii Public Employees Health Fund on July

14

1st, 2003.

15

the Trust Fund are not subject to arbitration and

16

are thus negotiated separately.

17

agreement, the employers will continue to pay the

18

same percentage of health benefit premiums as they

19

currently pay.

20

is approximately 60 percent of the premium amount

21

plus administrative fees with the employee paying

22

the balance.

By law, the employer's contribution to

Under the

And then it goes on to explain this

So in this area is the County responsible for

23

any amount?

24
25

Agreement was reached regarding the

?:

60 percent.
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1

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

And is it represented or not?

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chief.

3

MR. PHILLIPS:

Well, I believe that amount is not included

4

in this -- in the request.

5

amount.

6

is the pay increases.

7

a -- there's an additional

This is a separate

What's included in the figures here is
The medical -- okay.

There's

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chief, do you need a short recess?

9

MR. PHILLIPS:

I don't know if somebody from DPS may be

10

able to answer the amounts, but I know that the

11

that's not part of the wages anyway that we're

12

asking for.

13

medical is mentioned on here somewhere.

14
15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm not sure if the amount of the

Ms. Krieg, would you come forward and share

your comments, please?

16

MR. PHILLIPS:

Are you looking for a number on that or

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Well, I'm wondering if there is a

18

number and how would it be reflected in this

19

negotiation?

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I know what you're asking, Mr. Nishiki.

21

MR. PHILLIPS:

Okay.

I'm sorry.

There is

there is an

22

additional $35 for certain employees for -- for

23

medical to cover the increase in cost of the medical

24

because the medical went up.

25

it's a $35 amount, and it affects ten employees.

For our Department
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1

only have ten employees who fall within what was

2

bargained for for that increase in medical benefit.

3

And I think -- is it 35 a month?

4

for the first year.

5

employees who qualify for that.

6

would be included in this figure.

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

It's $35 a month

We had -- right now we have ten

Okay.

So I -- that amount

So am I to understand, based

8

on that representation, that it is not a very big

9

amount that we need to look at?

10

MR. PHILLIPS:

Not as far as that increase.

11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Okay.

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you, Chair.

Just one

14

more question.

You know, coming back to Exhibit A,

15

you know, you have A, B, C, and D, and under A, B,

16

C, and D we have like 0 to 3, 4 to 6, 7 to 9, 10 to

17

12, I'm assuming it's like the months?

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Exhibit A.

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, going back to the chart

20

that we were talking about earlier, under A you have

21

o to

22

to 6, you have another figure of $34,692.

23

progressive increase during the current year or

24

after three months?

25

?:

3, and then you have an amount of $33,400; B, 4

It's not months.

It's yearly.
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1

MR. PHILLIPS:

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

MR. PHILLIPS:

4

It's years.

That would be 0 to 3 years, 4 to 6 years.

It's -- those are the step movements.

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

6

MR. PHILLIPS:

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

8

9

It's years.

Good.

7 to 9 years.
Okay.

your officers are leaving.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

I can see ,why some of
Thank you, Chair.

Any other questions?

Comments?

10

Chief, any other comments you wish to give the

11

Committee before I make my recommendation?

12
13
14

MR. PHILLIPS:

No.

Thank you for the time and would ask

your support for these pay increases.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Members, the Chair will be

15

recommending approval of the two resolutions as

16

communicated in 03-256 and 03-257.

17

a revision to the resolutions.

18

if you would look at the whereas -- be it resolved

19

clause under number I, the correction that the Chair

20

is recommending is that we replace the word

21

"appropriate" with the word "approve."

22

before us is a request to approve the cost items.

23

We have already made the appropriation in our budget

24

ordinance.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I would ask for

On bath resolutions,

So moved.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Second.

I have a motion by Mr. Kane, seconded by

3

Mr. Molina to amend the resolutions by replacing the

4

word

5

first be it resolved clause.

6

none, all in favor, say lIaye.

II

appropriate " with the word lIapprove ll in the

7

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

8

VOTE: AYES:

9

10

11
12

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

ACTION:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

II

Councilmembers Carroll, Johnson, Kane,
Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares, Vice-Chair
Nishiki, and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Mateo.

APPROVE revision to resolutions.

Opposed say

II

no .

II

Motion is carried.

Members, the Chair recommends as amended both

15

resolutions for the full Council.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So moved.
Second.

I have a motion by Mr. Kane, seconded by

20

Mr. Molina to approve both resolutions for

21

Bargaining Unit 12 for the full Council.

22

Discussion, Members?

23

Seeing

MOTION CARRIED.

13

16

Discussion?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane.

Mr. Chair, 1 1 m voting in support and

24

I think how -- what was mentioned by Member Johnson

25

in her -- in her comments, this is done through
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binding arbitration, and I think, as you've stated

2

earlier, this body has historically honored

3

honored that process and I will continue to honor

4

that.

5

know that each side wanted to go the other way, I

6

think this is where they ended up and I think

7

everybody is at the medium where they can -- they

8

can be moving forward with this.

9
10

I think it's well deserving, and although I

CHAIR HOKAMA:
none.

Okay, thank you.

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

VOTE: AYES:

14

16
17
18

Anyone else?

Seeing

All in favor, say "aye."

11

15

Thank you.

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Opposed say "no."
Councilmembers Carroll, Johnson, Kane,
Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares, Vice-Chair
Nishiki, and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Mateo.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending ADOPTION of revised
resolutions.

19

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Motion is carried.

Also, Members, I would

21

ask, since I forgot, the filing of the

22

communications.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So moved.
Second.

Motion by Mr. Molina, seconded by Mr. Kane
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1

to file County Communication 03-256 and 03-257.

2

Discussion?

Seeing none.

3

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

VOTE: AYES:

Opposed say "no."

6
7
8
9

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

ACTION:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Recommending FILING of communication.

Motion is carried.

Thank you very much.

Thank you, Chief, Mr. Takahashi

12
13

MR. PHILLIPS:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

Councilmembers Carroll, Johnson, Kane,
Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares, Vice-Chair
Nishiki, and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Mateo.

MOTION CARRIED.

10

15

All in favor, say "aye."

Thank you all very much.
Deputy Chief.

Thank you, Budget

Director.
ITEM NO. 22: REVIEWING, REVISING AND ESTABLISHING REAL
PROPERTY CLASSIFICATIONS (MISC.)

17
18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, we will now go to Item 22, which

19

is our real property item for the day.

20

public testimony.

21

requesting testimony.

22

We will take

We have at this time 13 people

Before we start, let me just inform those

23

testifying that you will have three minutes to give

24

your testimony, at which time the Staff will inform

25

you of your three-minute mark.

You will have up to
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1

one minute to conclude your comments, and I would

2

ask that you would please state your name at the

3

beginning of your testimony.

4

organization, to please state that organization's

5

name.

6

Committee, I ask that all cell phones be turned off,

7

pagers turned off.

8

have you leave this chambers should you disturb the

9.

meeting.

10

If you do represent an

And as a normal requirement of this

Otherwise, the Chair will ask to

Okay, Members, we'll begin testimony.

11

first person we have, this morning is Robert

12

Karpovich.
.BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

13
14

The

MR. KARPOVICH:

Good morning, Council Members.
I own my home in Paia.

My name is
It's an

15

Robert Karpovich.

16

old plantation home that I renovated.

17

vacant house lot in Kuau.

18

house lotl where I intend to build my new home, are

19

$8,000 a year.

20

Paia-Kuau, I'm told to expect the taxes to be maybe

21

14,000 a year next year.

22

I also own a

The taxes on my vacant

And based on comparable sales in

I'm not asking for you to reduce my taxes or

23

any special category.

24

in the tax system across the island.

25

looking in the County's tax computer I see Upcountry

I'm asking for some fairness
Just randomly
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1

propertie9 that are selling for the same price as

2

properties in Paia and Kuau and they pay taxes of

3

$60 a year.

4

14,000 and someone else buys a property, ten-acre

5

property, and pays 60 bucks?

6

old barbed wire fence and they put a horse on their

7

property for one day a year and they're going to

8

build their million dollar mansion on their

9

multi-million dollar Upcountry property, yet the

10

County's letting these people come in and pay 60

11

bucks a year.

12

NOw, why do I pay 8,000, soon to be

Well, they've got an

If you look at a map, Paia-Kuau residential's

13

a very small strip, and Huelo, Haiku, Upcountry,

14

Kula is a very large area.

15

properties.

16

mUltiple units, garages, and a barbed wire fence and

17

a horse one day a year and they pay no tax.

18

to have some fairness across the board.

19

hard to say we're going to increase ag taxes.

20

a real -- it's a hard dilemma for the Council, but

21

we have to look at reality.

22

values were assessed at fair market value and

23

everything increased equally, then the rates would

24

come down and the net tax charged would only be a

25

reflection of the County budget.

People live on these

They have houses, guest houses,

We have

I know it's
It's

If everybody's property
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1

2

properties.

We need to look at the categories.

A

3

plantation is a plantation.

4

Upcountry and Haiku/ these properties are just real

5

estate commodities being bought and sold, speculated

6

upon/ being built out/ and just because they're in

7

the ag/ the current ag classification/ they're

8

paying next to nothing in tax.

9

stand anymore when the homeowners and people that

That's true ag/ but

And this will not

10

own small residential lots, when their taxes are

11

just going through the roof.

12

divided fairly and equally across the board.

The burden has to be

Our assessor's office is totally overworked.

13
14

This Council needs to look at going property by

15

property with independent appraisers and coming up

16

with a fair and equitable solution to mark all

17

properties to fair market value.

18

to be a hard task, but if this Council doesn't do

19

it, then the citizens will find some way to do it

20

because there has to be some equity.

21

properties selling for a million to $2 million

22

Upcountry and paying 60 bucks a year, same property

23

in Paia paying eight to 15,000 a year in tax.

24

you very much.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you/ Mr. Karpovich.

I know it's going

You can't have

Thank

Any questions
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1

for Mr. Karpovich this morning, Members?

2

Mr. Nishiki.

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

You bring up situations, but

4

do you bring to the table solutions?

5

talk about an overworked tax office with assessors,

6

but I think what this Council may be looking for is

7

solutions, and do you have any?

8
9

MR. KARPOVICH:

I mean you

Well, the number one solution is do you

have the political will to say all properties -- say
other than plantations are going to be taxed at fair

11

market value.

So I realize there are some people

12

that own their ten acres in Kula for their family

13

forever and ever and ever and their property is

14

being taxed at next to nothing and -- but they tell

15

me I'm lucky it's gone up so much so I should pay my

16

tax.

17

political will to say -- to change the law on the ag

18

classifications and mark everything at fair market

19

value.

Well, they're lucky too.

So number one is the

20

Number two is to appropriate money and get a

21

special task force of assessors to rework the books

22

and go property by property, and. you may spend a few

23

hundred thousand dollars doing it but the increase

24

in revenues will be fair and will more than cover

25

it.

It's just -- it's -- the residential properties
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are pretty well kept to market value.

2

properties/ it's totally random.

3

sampling anywhere in the computer/ it makes no sense

4

whatsoever.

5

looked at with a task force of independent

6

appraisers that are charged with the task of saying

7

let's mark this thing to fair market value.

If you just take a

I just have to feel that it needs to be

Then once you have a tax base for the island/

8
9

The Upcountry

then you can come up with a rate based on how much

10

the Council wants to spend.

11

that bothers me/ with some properties being marked

12

at fair market value every year/ others never being

13

marked to fair market value and then being called/

14

quote/ ag/ when in reality it's a beautiful ten-acre

15

field with a mansion on it.

16

horse.

17

they pay 60 bucks on that ten acres they just paid a

18

couple million dollars for?

19

to change.

20

people and not tax the plantations out of existence

21

is probably the hardest question.

22

what is ag?

And sure they have a

Well/ I'm glad they have a horse/ but why do

It just -- that's got

So it's -- it -- how do you tax those

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

MR. KARPOVICH:

25

But it's the inequality

How do you say

Well/ that's a hard question.
And you don't have a suggestion?

I think that all properties should be

marked to fair market value and then the tax
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24

rates -VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

What if someone is farming true

3

agriculture, you don't feel that they should be

4

really given a break, if, say, 50 percent of their

5

income is derived from agriculture?

6

MR. KARPOVICH:

If they have income derived from ag, then

7

that might be.

It's very rare on small parcels

8

where that really happens.

9

the states and they have -- they do put land into a

I just came back from

10

current land trust in agriculture, but this is

11

permanent.

12

and sell it later.

13

land permanently to agriculture, current use is ag,

14

it's not for residential, it's not to be built upon,

15

then this is the State of Vermont, which also had

16

other task forces here.

17

to have ag land.

18

loopholes to pay low tax while you speculate and

19

sell it later, that's a different story.

20

there could be a true ag dedication where it becomes

21

a deed restriction that the property's never going

22

to be used for

23

to be subdivided, never going to be built upon.

24

this is preserving the big open tracks of hay fields

25

in Vermont like the plantations do for us now.

This isn't hold it now, pay cheap taxes,
If you want to dedicate your

You can do this if you want

But if you want to use these

~nything

except ago

So maybe

It's never going
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1

their dedications run out in a certain time, then

2

they apply for a land use change, and then they

3

subdivide.

4

dedication, I could support that for ago

So maybe if there was a permanent

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Anyone else for Mr. Karpovich?

If not,

7

thank you very much for being here this morning.

8

Next we have Gladys Baisa.

9

MS. BAlSA:

Good morning, Chair Hokama and Members of the

10

Committee.

11

Executive Director of Maui Economic Opportunity.

12

Thank you for the opportunity to be here today to

13

comment on Maui's real property tax system.

14

like to reiterate my previously stated position,

15

that our tax system needs an overhaul.

16

too many loopholes and inequities in the current

17

system.

18

that are better informed to benefit from unintended

19

consequences.

20

time concerns I'll discuss just a few today.

21

My name is Gladys Baisa, and I'm the

I would

There are

There is too much opportunity for those

There are many issues, and due to

Any changes must address the concerns of

22

affordability to protect the low income being taxed

23

out of their homes.

24

residents of all ages, not only to seniors.

25

the availability of housing at crisis proportions,

This concern applies to
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1

any residents losing their homes because of unfair

2

or undue tax burdens must be avoided.

3

household income must be accounted for and taken

4

into consideration in determining ability to pay.

5

Adjusted gross income used in the Circuit Breaker

6

determination of taxes allows the wealthy to pay too

7

little.

8

aging should not be a criteria for how much one

9

paysr as todaYr unlike in the pastr many elderly

Total

As a senior myselfr I feel that simply

10

here on Maui are very wealthy and can well afford to

11

pay a fair share of property taxes.

12

I have read Mr. Bruce Erfer's suggestions r

13

and I'm in agreement with most of them.

14

that cross checking income declared with State tax

15

records might be a good solution to preventing

16

deliberate fraud or inadvertent omission of sources

17

of income.

18

today's discussion also.

I agree

I am interested in learning more during

19

LastlYr when all is said and done a new

20

system is in placer a concerted effort must be

21

undertaken to inform those who are least likely to

22

know their rights under the tax laws so they can

23

benefit from whatever exemptions or exemptions that

24

will be provided.

25

speak Englishr read the local paper r or watch cable

Many low income residents neither
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1

TV.

2

outreach.

3

us that are in contact with them on a regular basis.

4

We offer our support and participation.

5

again for the opportunity to be here today.

6

These people must be reached one on one by

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That can be done quite easily by those of

Thank you, Ms. Baisa.

Thank you

Any questions for

7

Gladys this morning, Members?

8

you very much for sharing your comments with us.

9

MS. BAI SA:

Seeing none, thank

Thank you.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. TAVARES:

Next we have Mr. Bill Tavares.
Start timing only when I begin here.

I am

12

Bill Tavares, Chairman of COMET, the Committee for

13

More Equitable Taxation Executive Committee.

14

deadly witch1s brew is boiling in our community, a

15

brew composed of poisonous ingredientsi namely, the

16

criminal lack of affordable housing, the lack of

17

decent paying jobs, dissatisfaction with the method

18

of using water meters, millionaire -- millionaires

19

making Maui their play thing, greedily gobbling up

20

the most desirable lots available, a broken Circuit

21

Breaker provision, an unfair and destructive

22

property tax system that has run a muck, and, on top

23

of all of that, a terrifying ice epidemic.

A

24

At the Budget and Finance Committee meeting

25

held on July 29th a member of the panel discussing
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the property tax system made this statement

2

should welcome millionaires who buy property on

3

Maui.

4

their wealth by building ostentatious homes that

5

resemble grotesque

6

relatively small lots.

7

over Kuau

8

on Maui, including Pukalani.

9

some of whom brazenly boast that wealth protects

10

them from governmental relations -- regulations?

11

know of two such despicable individuals.

12

We should welcome these people?

1

Paia

l

1

1

We

They flaunt

ugly toads squatting on their
You see them popping up all

Spreckelsville

l

and other locations

Welcome these people

l

I

Homeowners throughout this County and

13

elsewhere in Hawaii are desperate and angered by the

14

years of waiting for relief from their Councils.

15

Already on Kauai a citizen's group

16

by Walter S. Lewis, whom I have contacted, is

17

proposing drastic property tax reform similar to

18

California's Proposition 13 1 capping assessments on

19

taxes after a decent rollback.

20

discuss this later.

21

1

Ohana Kauai, led

George Kahanu will

In addition to Kauai, a forceful Mayor Harry

22

Kim of the island of Hawaii is introducing three

23

bills to help homeowners cope with escalating values

24

in taxes.

25

COMET [ Committee for More Equitable Taxation, which

Maui Council has the advantage of having
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initiated this crusade for tax reform back in 1988.

2

I can't believe I'm still standing here.

3

still standr thoughr believe me.

I can

Maui Council should act quickly and

4

But listen to this now.

First it must

5

decisively.

6

discard the temptation to arrive at a total tax --

7

total assessment and tax based on how big -- how

8

much County government r quote r requires to operate.

9

It must instead focus on how big a reduction in

10

taxes homeowners require to save their homes and

11

live out their lives --

12

MR. TAGUCHI:

Three minutes.

13

MR. TAVARES:

-- free from fear.

Then -- then the Council

14

can look at what is left for government r cutting

15

government --

16

MR. TAGUCHI:

17

MR. TAVARES:

Three minutes.
if necessary.

This Council has kept

18

whales and porpoises in their environment.

19

bless Willy.

20

obligation r much greater r to keep Maui homeowners in

21

their environment by enacting legislation to reform

22

a tax system that has run a muck.

23

seconds before I --

Was it Willy?

God

It has a much greater

Now r in ten

24

MR. TAGUCHI:

Four minutes.

25

MR. TAVARES:

I'd like to just thank -- Mr. Chair, I just
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1

have this ten seconds -- Lyle Bettger, one of the

2

original members of COMET -- thank you for letting

3

me have this time -- one of the original member of

4

COMET's executive committee died a few weeks ago.

5

He used to sit right there.

6

wife of George, also a member has died.

7

to three, but we have so many more helpers now.

8

have more confidence.

9

daughter, is in the audience.

He and Beatrice Kahanu,
We're down

Paula Newell, Lyle's
Paula, would you

10

raise your hand?

11

efforts to the mem9ry of Beatrice and Lyle.

12

you.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We

There she is.

Thank you, Mr. Tavares.

We dedicate our
Thank

Members, you have

14

any questions for Mr. Tavares?

15

there, Mr. Tavares.

16

I'm very clear on your testimony this morning.

17

thank you very much for testifying.

18

this Committee to not look at programs and services

19

that we provide, but to address it from what the

20

taxpayers want to pay?

21

MR. TAVARES:

Okay, one second

I just want to make sure that
And

You would ask

I say that you look at our needs in order to

22

remain here as pillars of this community, because if

23

you lose us, you lose the essence of Maui.

24

not just the elder ones.

25

people, as Gladys said.

I'm talking about young
I'm not saying discard all
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the services, no, but I'm saying do like some of the

2

other states have been forced to do.

3

talk about getting more parks.

4

can we keep our present park lavs clean?

5

think we need another blessed park on this island.

6

Really.

7

You know, you

Well, first of all,
I don't

I feel that your focus has got -- not on just

8

those of us who are approaching 110 -- no, I mean

9

90, not that.

All I'm saying is you look at your

10

needs, but you -- first of all you say how much do,

11

we need?

12

would have had to spend to save those whales.

13

don't think you spent anything ,on that, whales and

14

other cetaceans, and they're wonderful creatures.

15

But I say, first of all, you say, now, how much

16

money would we need to ensure that not just Bill

17

Tavares and George and all the rest of us up there

18

in Kuau surrounded by these toads, not just us, but

19

everybody in this island, how much do we need to

20

keep them here?

21
22

You didn't argue about how much money you
I

You'll still have millions left.

I remember your father, good father,
, he said -- he didn't say.

The Mayor at

23

that time was not my cousin, God rest his soul,

24

somebody else, and she felt that Proposition 13 was

25

absolutely unconstitutional.

And of course she was
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1

proven wrong within -- by an eight-to-one decision

2

by the Supreme Court.

3

somebody said we'd lose too much money.

4

won't be able to function.

5

Finance Director whom we used to tangle with over

6

here r and I won't mention his name and I like himr

7

he and I are good friends r he not long ago wrote a

8

letter pleading with this Council r about two years

9

ago r do something about the property tax system.

We

we just -- and then
The County

Let me tell you the

10

Your former Finance Director who used to attack us

11

or criticize us because we were pushing for

12

something like California had.

13

Our people are desperate.

14

stepr Mr. Chair r is civil disobedience.

15

Hannibal once told mer you know r Billr now I'm

16

you'll get a laugh out of this -- if you put a sheet

17

around you and walk down Market Street or Main

18

Streetr you'd look just like Gandhi.

19

not necessarily to put that sheet on r but I'm

20

willing to get the next assessment and with hundreds

21

with me rip it up into little pieces.

22

we'll make a copy first, thoughr so that we will pay

23

our bill r but this could lead to civil disobedience

24

and I cannot predict what else after that.

25

Now r the next

I

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
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MR. TAVARES:

And this is our -- you know, we're in our

2

80s.

I'm glad that I have this to invigorate me.

3

Remember, the last time I talked like this I had a

4

heart attack by Hopaco and I had six bypasses.

5

I don't want that to happen as I drive home.

6

and I have promised ourselves a nice lunch if we

7

don't

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. TAVARES:

Now,
George

if we survive.
Thank you.
So thank you, Mr. Hokama.

Yes, please, look

10

at the needs.

11

certain -- are we certain of every need that has

12

been proposed to this Council, every need, every

13

park?

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

But are we certain -- are we

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Tavares.

Next we have

15

Toshie Shishido, and after Mrs. Shishido we have

16

Dorothy Williams-Edwards.

17

mike, please.

Lance, help her with the

18

MS. SHISHIDO:

Good morning, Mr. Hokama and --

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Good morning.

20

MS. SHISHIDO:

--- Members of the County Council.

I'm

21

Toshie Shishido, and I've done this before.

22

property tax in the past two years, my property tax

23

on a piece of property in Lahaina increased over a

24

thousand dollars between 2002 and 2003{ and you

25

voted last year to raise the property tax again.
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it increased another $1/478.

2

bought this property back in 1951.

3

there in '56 and we lived there for over 40 years.

4

We retired.

5

husband's pension from the plantation.

6

than 350 a month for the last 23 years and/ you

7

know/ for the rest of his life.

We built a house

Our property tax was more than my
He gets less

All right/ what got me really upset was that

8
9

My husband is -- we

the empty lot next door to us was bought by a

10

millionaire for a little over a million dollars.

11

built a two-story house with a swimming pool back in

12

'77/

13

went down.

14.

while mine went up $1/478.

15

right next door.

16

when he started building his house and he said/ oh/

17

I already have a house in Napili/ which was fine

18

with mel but then about two years ago I heard -- I

19

saw an ad/ notice of completion/ that he had built a

20

house in Kaanapali/ and in September/ just couple of

21

months ago/ I saw where he built another house in

22

Lahaina.

23

He

'78 and I find that this year his property tax

Why?

It's $158 less than last year/
We're neighbors.

And who is he?

We're

I met him in 1997

The house next to us is for sale/ all right.

24

How much?

He's asking $7 million.

25

going to do to my property?

Now/ what's it

We've owned that
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property for more than 50 years and my property tax

2

is more than his and all we have on that property is

3

a two-bedroom ohana house because our original house

4

burned down in 19 -- December 1999.

5

what we're doing is we're letting all these

6

millionaires comes and spoil everything for the old

7

timers like us.

8

children grew up there.

9

hard on it.

10

All right, now

We want to hang onto it.

We -- our

We developed it.

We worked

We didn't hire somebody to do things.

We did it ourselves.

You know.

11

Some years back in the '70s I did an

12

extensive study of property taxes and at that time

13

my home was -- my property was zoned residential.

14

Well, I found -- and it was valued at 8 -- about $8

15

a square foot.

16

in Honokowai with four-story condominiums on it were

17

assessed at about the same amount.

18

there's another piece of property about half a mile

19

north of our place with a ten -- eight- or ten-story

20

condo on it and I found out that that land was

21

assessed at less than $10 a square foot.

22

talked to the Finance Director and I said, you know,

23

if my land was zoned eight or ten stories --

24

MS. KOLLER:

25

MS. SHISHIDO:

And then I found out that the lots

Okay.

And then

So I

Three minutes.
-- wouldn't it be more valuable than a
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1

residential lot?

2

assessed according -- you know r individually or

3

something to that effect.

4

board.

5

didn't do a thing.

6

board, who did a little -- you know, helped me a

7

little.

8

concerned( I think they are good for nothing.

9

very, very unfair.

10

He said, well, each lot is

I went to the appeal

The appeal board didn't say a word and
I finally went to the tax review

But as far as the tax department is
It's

You know, you talk about low income housing.

11

You buy the house, before you know it, the valuation

12

goes up, your property tax increases, you're lost.

13

We're letting all these millionaires come in, buy

14

land, develop it, and sell it, buy another one.

15

was -- another one.

16

deals in real estate

17

MS. KOLLER:

18

MS. SHISHIDO:

19

shocked

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

22

I was talking to a man who

Four minutes.
at a luncheon last week and I was

Mrs. Shishido, can you please wrap up your

comments, please.
MS. SHISHIDO:

I

Thank you.

Yes( all right.

I'm just about finished.

23

And he told me, he said, oh, you buy or build a

24

house, you live in it for two years and sell it you

25

don't have to pay tax on it.

I said what?
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1

yeah.

2

Something has to be done.

3
4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So they keep on doing it.

It's all wrong.

Thank you very much.

Thank you, Mrs. Shishido.

Mrs. Shishido,

one second, please.

5

MS. SHISHIDO:

Yes.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I just want to make sure we understand.

7

the handout that you gave us this morning -- and

8

we'll be making more copies so that everyone has

9

their own -- I just want to make sure, on the top

10
11
12

13
14

15

you have double S.
MS. SHISHIDO:

On

Is that your property?

That's my property.

We -- we found out

that, you know -CHAIR HOKAMA:

Use the microphone, please, Mrs. Shishido.

Thank you.
MS. SHISHIDO:

You know, we've been retired over 20 years

16

now, almost 25 years, and we found out that, you

17

know, it was costing us too much to live there, and

18

so we've leased there -- we leased it.

19

it's under double S.

20
21

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And that -- as you shared in your

handout, that is a two-story apartment building?
MS. SHISHIDO:

Yeah, a two-story apartment zone but it's

23

not -- no apartment's on it yet.

24

house.

25

That's why

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's just an ohana

Okay, zoned apartment but you just have one
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two-bedroom unit?

2

MS. SHISHIDO:

Ohana.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ohana unit on it?

4

MS. SHISHIDO:

Yeah.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, okay.

6

Now we understand.

And then

the one you're comparing it to is your neighbor.

7

MS. SHI SHIDO :

Next door.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Which is residential?

9

MS. SHISHIDO:

Uh-huh.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And he has one residence with a pool?

11

MS. SHISHIDO:

Uh-huh.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

13
14
15

16
17

18
19

Okay, Members.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you for that clarification.
Ms. Johnson.
Mrs. Shishido, thank you so much

for coming today all the way from Lahaina.
MS. SHISHIDO:

You're welcome.

No, I don't live there

anymore because we couldn't afford to stay there.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well, I'm sorry.

Wherever you

came from, I'm glad you're here.

20

MS. SHISHIDO:

Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

The question I.have for you is in

22

regard to one of the mechanisms that we might be

23

able to use to solve the problem that you

24

illustrate, and that is do you believe if we were

25

able to let's say not penalize local people by
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1

applying similar sales in that area and perhaps

2

until you actually sell your property again, apply a

3

valuation that is in proportion to what, let's say,

4

you originally paid for it with maybe a little bit

5

of annual escalation each year but not subject you

6

to similar sales?

7

possible solution?

8
9

10
11

MS. SHISHIDO:

Do you think that that might be a

Well, the way I think is that, you know,

instead of just going by zoning, why can't we go by
what is used for at the present, you know?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So combining the use, perhaps,

12

with maybe even the last time that it was actually

13

sold?

14

MS. SHISHIDO:

Or that too, yes.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

MS. SHISHIDO:

Whatever the sales price was.

But then, you know, as to when

I mean we

17

leased the place back in the late '70s, I think, you

18

know, for development, but those people defaulted.

19

And they're the ones that changed it to apartment,

20

two-story apartment, but we haven't been able to

21

build apartments, although we're working on it, but,

22

you know, we'd like to be taxed not only to the

23

zoning, but what is it being used at the present

24

time.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you very much for your
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testimony.

2

MS. SHISHIDO:

You're welcome.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, anyone else?

4

If not, thank you very

much, Mrs. Shishido.

5

MS. SHISHIDO:

You're welcome.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Next we have Dorothy Williams-Edwards, and

7

she will be followed by George Kahanu.

8

MS. WILLIAMS-EDWARDS:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Good morning.

Good morning.

MS. WILLIAMS-EDWARDS:

I'm Dorothy Williams-Edwards, and

11

I'm President of the Maui Meadows Homeowners

12

Association.

13

and make a suggestion that the tax exemption at 70

14

years of age be changed from $100,000 to $150,000

15

and age 65 an exemption of $100,000 be added.

16

Number two, homestead exemption for permanent

17

residents of Maui.

18

sure everyone pays their fair share.

19

should not be getting homestead exemptions.

20

you register to vote, the statement on the form

21

states that any false information is a felony and

22

punishable by $10,000.

23

statement or a similar statement on the application

24

for homestead exemption?

25

sure everybody pays their fair share.

Number one, I'd like to talk to you

Improving tax revenue by making
Non-residents

And a statement -- is this

If not, why not?
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Place a cap on assessment increases in any

1

2

one year.

Please make sure we have a cap on

3

assessment increases in anyone year.

4

Big Island t they're working on passing new

5

legislation on property taxes.

6

problems that we have t but I think you all have been

7

working on it very diligentlYt which we appreciate.

8

And I hope it would be ready for the

9

next tax bill t and whatever you do should be

Kauai and the

They have the

before the

10

retroactive.

11

no idea the anger people have.

12

the answer is and the buck stops here.

13

to everybody from the top down to the bottom and

14

they all refer us back to the County Council.

15

sorry you get all the problems t but I know you can

16

take care of it.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because we are at a crisis.

Thank you

You have

No one knows what
We've talked

I'm

Thank you.
t

Dorothy.

Any questions for

18

Ms. Williams-Edwards this morning t Members?

19

thank you for being here Dorothy.

20

Mr. George Kahanu t and following Mr. Kahanu will be

21

Mr. Bob Jones.

22

MR. KAHANU:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR. KAHANU:

25

If not t

Next we have

Good morning

Council.

Good morning.
Chairman Riki Hokama and Members of the
I am George Kahanu and I live at 569 Hana
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1

Highway on a one-acre piece of property fronting

2

Tavares Bay.

3

grandfather of my late wife Beatrice over 100 years

4

ago.

5

residents who were shocked at the rate that property

6

taxes were escalating yearly decid~d to form COMET/

7

a Committee for More Equitable Taxes.

8

three of the Committee remains/ and that is Bill

9

Tavares/ who preceded me/ Morrow Bagda/ and George

10

The property was purchased by the

Now/ it was back in 1988 that five Kuau

Today only

Kahanu/ Lyle Bettger and my wife having passed away.
For 15 years we have appeared before the

11

12

various Councils appealing for taxes -- property

13

taxes reduction.

14

the 1991 Council rolled taxes back to the 1988 level

15

for four years.

16

wondered what was happening on the neighbor islands

17

of Kauai and Hawaii.

18

been working with tax relief.

19

this Council act immediately to provide us with some

20

relief.

21

We did experience some relief when

During that period we often

Now we know.

They too have

We are asking that

If no action is taken/ COMET with press for a

22

Charter amendment which is similar to the amendment

23

that the Ohana Kauai group is proposing.

24

proposal would roll back property taxes.

25

Additionally/ increases would be kept at 2 percent
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1

or the retirement compensation adjustment used by

2

the Social Security Administration, whichever is

3

smaller.

4

signatures of 10 percent of the registered voters in

5

the last general election.

6

over 8,000 signatures supporting the effort to

7

reduce property taxes.

8

interest in tax reform, we feel confident we can

9

obtain the required signatures for a Charter

10

In order to do this, COMET will need the

In 1988 COMET obtained

Today, with a greater

amendment.
Members of the Council, for 15 years we have

11

12

worked with the various Councils with very little

13

success.

14

assured by a County Charter amendment beginning with

15

the year 2004.

16

Island Hawaii recognized the need for some tax

17

relief and introduced bills to provide that relief.

18

Hawaii County Finance Director William Takaba said

19

we know something needs to be done.

20

to do it.

21

to be done now.

22

to speak before you this auspicious group.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Property tax relief for Kauai is all but

The Mayor Harry Kim of the Big

The time is now

COMET too believes that something needs

Aloha.

Thank you very much for being able

Thank you, Mr. Kahanu.

Aloha.

Questions

24

for Mr. Kahanu this morning, Members?

If not, thank

25

you very much for being here, George.

.Much mahalo.
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Mr. Bob Jones, and he will be followed by Mr. Jim

2

Smith.

3

MR. JONES:

Good morning and mahalo for the opportunity to
I'm speaking in reference to the

4

come and speak.

5

article in The Maui News you may have seen about the

6

21,000 surveys that are going out to condo owners.

7

I have two suggestions that I think would add to the

8

effectiveness of this mailing.
First of all, we need either a compliance

9

10

officer or a private firm whose job it is to find

11

property owners who are not paying their property

12

tax rate.

13

Charmaine Tavares was quoted as saying the County

14

doesn't have the resources to check on property

15

owners who don't qualify for the home exemptions

16

they are now receiving.

17

have the ability to enforce the property tax

18

classifications, and we either have a compliance

19

officer or a compliance firm that will make this

20

happen.

21

Last spring Chair

councilmember

We need to show that we do

If County funding is not available at this

22

time for such a private firm, private funding -- I

23

read just recently an article about June Jones, no

24

relation, unfortunately, his $800,000 football

25

salary, half -- half of that amount was raised
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1

through private donations.

2

came from a bank.

3

to finance a firm or an individual that can level

4

our tax playing field.

5

in a file I sent him last August of suggestions and

6

comments on how these tax cheats can be found.

7

need to enlist their aid and make this happen.

Surely we on Maui can find a way

Chair -- Member Nishiki has

We

The second suggestion is there is --

8
9

O£ that half, 300,000

gathering a group of volunteers to answer the

10

telephone calls that will be generated by 21,000 tax

11

surveys.

12

the simplest thing is overlooked when people call.

13

We need to treat each call that comes in as a

14

possible potential tax classification correction.

15

The property tax office is not staffed to handle all

16

the calls coming in from such a mass mailing.

I've been in advertising a long time, and

Also, we need to consider having folks in the

17
18

Kihei and Lahaina libraries to help people get on

19

line.

The website address is incorrect in The Maui

20

News.

It shouldn't come as any surprise; there's 52

21

letters, symbols, dots, and dashes in that email

22

address.

23

library, someone will help you get on line.

24

other words, we need a little hard sell to make this

25

happen.

We need to have -- say come to the
In

I've also learned from the tax office that
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repli~s

1

they'd like to get these

back in November.

2

Here is a month which gives us three and a half

3

weeks [ it has two major holidays[ and a zillion

4

Christmas events.

5

will be on the phone or be in the libraries to make

6

it possible for people to file.

We've got to get a group that

So in summation, we need a tax compliance

7
8

officer or private firm to show we're serious about

9

compliance.

And second[ we need a group of

10

volunteers to help people fill out their tax

11

surveys.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Thank you[ Mr. Jones.

13'

Mr. Jones this morning?

14

being here.

15

MR. JONES:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

18

Any questions for

Thank you very much for

Thank you.
Next we have Mr. Jim Smith[ and he will be

followed by Michael Trotto.
MR. SMITH:

Chairperson Hokama[ Members of the Budget and

19

Finance Committee.

I've participated in

20

regarding tax legislation for many years[ and I am

21

inspired by the work of COMET.

22

suggestion, that instead of the word equity, that

23

you consider the word equality.

24

hearing the word unfair.

25

perception of inequality in our system.

debate

I do have one

Often you're

Unfair has to do with
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1

what we are failing to recognize is that when you

2

focus on something other than equalitYt you have no

3

sense of what the results will be.
The legislation in existence before the

4
5

Circuit Breaker provided in a code that as of a

6

certain date your assessment was fixed.

7

to run here t enforce t or anything like that.

8

they didn't have to beg for an exemption through a

9

Circuit Breaker system.

Nobody had
Or

They simply saw that the

10

legislature accepted their dutYt recognized the

11

indignity of a dysfunctional tax code t and put into

12

the code an assurance t tangible that preserved their

13

dignity.

14

That was abandoned by the focus on results.

That was replaced by the Circuit Breaker.

15

And what was the consequence and result?

16

People were told that the Circuit Breaker would

17

decrease taxes.

18

told that they would be protected.

19

protected.

20

for this chaotic consequence?

21

disparaged by the existing Finance Director.

22

nOt no.

23

answer is for the legislature t our legislative bodYt

24

to do its job and preserve the concept of individual

25

dignity as mandated by our 'Charter.

It increased taxes.

Who is responsible?

People were
They were not

Who is responsible
COMET?

NOt

they were
NOt

The answer is not a Charter amendment.

And that is
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1

preserved by simply saying, and as was said in the

2

Max Tax, as of a certain date, the assessment shall

3

not be increased.

4

problem.

5

anyone's suggestion, and it does the one duty you

6

have, and that is to preserve and protect the

7

principle of equality.

8

the assessments, as was done by the Max Tax, you

9

focus on the other problems, categories.

10

MS. KOLLER:

11

MR. SMITH:

That solves one half of the

It eliminates scurrying around with

Once you take off the board

Three minutes.
So I ask you to do what should have been done,

12

and that is to put into our code, put back into our

13

code the Max Tax provisions, and start from there

14

with your focus on obtaining a result that protects

15

and nurtures the dignity of property owners.

16

you very much.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Any questions for Mr. Smith

18

this morning, Members?

19

for being here, Jim.

20

followed by Mr. Lawrence Christopher.

21

MR. TROTTO:

Thank

If not, thank you very much
Mr. Trotto, and he will be

Good morning, Chair Hokama, Members of the

22

Committee.

My name is Michael Trotto.

23

Kihei.

24

Mr. Tavares sent out a call for some help.

25

cry for help for property owners.

I've been there since 1977.

15 years ago

524-2090

It was a

I answered that
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call.

2

I stood at this podium t but I'm back again because

3

during my testimony I was gainfully employed.

4

a great job.

5

to me, except when I listened to Mr. Tavares and

6

what was happening on the north shore and some other

7

areas.

8

I hope I did.

9

It's hard to believe it's been 15 years since

I had

Property taxes weren't a real concern

So I came and I helped.

I thought I helped.

But my testimony was looking in the future.

10

I remember some of the words I said was down the

11

road I'm going to be in the same place as some of

12

these residents.

13

gone by.

14

hoping that I don't fall into this hole.

15

I look around the properties close to my residence.

16

I built is small house in 1977 on a 7 500 square

17

foot lot.

18

I never thought that I would sell this for profit or

19

more money and move into something bigger or

20

anything.

21

Well t here it is.

15 years have

I'm a retired person living on Maui t
Every day

t

It's still there.

It's just my home.

It's the same house.

I made my home here.

I always felt blessed to be able to come here

22

and to live in this placet and so during those past

23

15 years after I retired two years ago t

24

give back.

25

the community.

I do volunteer work.

I tried to

I do things for

I'm presently the Chairman of the
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County Council -- I mean the Council's Traffic

2

Safety Committee.

3

need to do that.

4

into this hole r this tax hole, like some of my

5

neighbors and -- on other parts of the island.

Things like that, I feel that I
But I'm hoping that I don't fall

I don't have the solution.

6

I wish I could

7

come here and tell you this is what you need to do.

8

I wish I had the -- that golden answer, but I don't.

9

I don't -- all I know is you have to keep an eye on

10

our residents, people that have lived here for

11

generations who are just wanting to live out their

12

lives on Maui.

13

back there listening to that woman say that she

14

can't live in that home in Lahaina.

15

hurt -- that hit me.

16

can you imagine having to say that?

17

afford to live in a home that you've had for 50

18

years.

I got a little emotional sitting

I mean that

Can you imagine?

All of

YOUr

You can't

So I don't know, again, what the answers are.

19

20

I do know that I'm willing to roll up my sleeves,

21

again, Mr. Tavares, and come to help COMET and any

22

group that is focused on the people that live and

23

work here and give back to the community

24

MS. KOLLER:

Three minutes.

25

MR. TROTTO:

-- and do the things that they -- they feel
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1

are right.

So, Mr. Chairman and your Committee, I

2

wish you strength and to go forward and help our

3

people.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Trotto.

Any questions for

5

Mr. Trotto on his testimony?

6

much for sharing your thoughts this morning.

7

Mr. Christopher, to be followed by Mr. John

8

Blumer-Buell.

9

MR. CHRISTOPHER:

Good morning.

If not, thank you very

I'm Lawrence Christopher.

10

I live in Maui Meadows, and I can't hold a candle to

11

some of these testimonies today.

12

wonderful.

13

only reason for being here, I guess, is to kind of

14

show you what can happen to just a regular guy.

15

worked all our lives and we were able to save some

16

money and we sold our house and we decided to

17

finally move to Maui.

18

house?

19

sufficient regular income from my retirement to

20

concern ourselves with property taxes.

21

Oregon they have high property taxes but it was

22

manageable.

23

can see in a very near future that what can happen

24

to these folks here, some -- Bill's testimony was

25

wonderful -- can happen to me, and that's -- that's

This is absolutely

I've never seen anything like it.

Fine.

My

We

What do we pay for the

Never did I think that we wouldn't have

I mean, in

Here it's getting kind of nuts.
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1

kind of scary and it can happen to anybody here.

2

I will just end my testimony there.

3

much for your time.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you/ Mr. Christopher.

5

for Mr. Christopher?

6

here.

7

Ms. Mary Murphy.

8
9

So

Thank you very

Any questions

Thank you very much for being

Mr. Blumer-Buell/ and he will be followed by

MR. BLUMER-BUELL:
Members.

Good morning/Chair Hokama and Council

My name's John Blumer-Buell/ and I've

10

driven out from Hana this morning to testify on

11

property tax reform.

12

really off to COMET and Bill and all the people that

13

are here today.

14

that relate to this/ and they're not here/ but it

15

was an early drive for me.

16

the current property tax system needs to be reformed

17

immediately on an emergency basis with a completion

18

date before the next County budget cycle.

19

And first of all/ my hat's

There's a lot of people in Hana

There's no question that

Should longtime and multi-generational Maui

20

families be forced from their homes and land because

21

the current -- because of the current unfair

22

property tax system?

23

residents and kupuna be forced to pay unfair

24

property taxes rather than afford assisted living

25

expenses?

Should our valued senior

Should rental housing prices be driven to
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1

unaffordable levels because of the higher assessed

2

valuations?

3

affordable property taxes?

4

living in an important -- living an important

5

cultural legacy be driven from their land because

6

they don't have enough money to pay unfair property

7

taxes?

8
9

Should affordable housing have
Should Hawaiian families

I suggest a property tax assessment rollback
based upon what residents paid for their property.

10

In the case of longtime and multi-generational

11

families/ the valuations would be affordable.

12

families should be able to convey their properties

13

to the next generation without penalty.

14

fair and a way to ensure some affordable housing for

15

the future.

16

Hawaiian families come very close to being forced

17

off their land by higher valuations.

18

generation will not be able to survive the rapidly

19

escalating valuations.

20

These

This is

In Hana I have seen a number of

The next

I previously submitted written testimony to

21

this Committee from the Mayor's budget hearing in

22

Hana/ and I've asked you to include that in the

23

record of this Committee.

24

reform has also been recognized as an important

25

issue by residents of Kauai and the Big Island.

The need for property tax
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1

There's currently a Kauai County-sponsored task

2

force on property taxes.

3

Council's Finance Committee is set to review

4

property tax legislation today.

5

proposals, Mayor Kim has proposed, "reducing the

6

number of years a homeowner must keep the property

7

to take advantage of a program that freezes their

8

property value from ten to five years."

The Big Island County

Among a number of

I have all the contact numbers for you here

9

10

for the Kauai task force and from Ohana Kauai, which

11

Bill talked about.

12

gathered for you already.

13

property tax reform, I ask this Committee to request

14

the Maui County Property

15

MS. KOLLER:

16

MR. BLUMER-BUELL:

So this information has been
As part of the process of

Three minutes.
-- Tax Division to put all policies,

17

rules, laws, and procedures into the record for

18

Committee and public scrutiny.

19

of the current tax assessment policies, rules, laws,

20

and procedures needs to be examined as to legality

21

and explained by the Maui County Corporation

22

Counsel.

23

The arbitrary nature

Does the Maui County government really value

24

our families and communities?

The current property

25

tax system threatens individual family and community
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1

stability.

2

important cultural diversity that makes our

3

community so special.

4

consideration.

5
6

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It also threatens the wonderful and

Aloha, and thank you for your

Thank you, Mr. Blumer-Buell.

John this morning?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Questions for

Ms. Johnson.
Yes, John, thank you for coming

8

all the way from Hana, and I know you've been a

9

stalwart on this particular topic.

One of the

10

questions that I have is in regard to your -- you

11

know r

12

local multi-generational families.

13

that in that vein there should be maybe some kind of

14

a limitation r then, based on number of years or how

15

long the property's been in the family or do you not

16

have a suggestion as to how that might work?

17

let's say the comments with regard to our

MR. BLUMER-BUELL:

Do you think

I think that probably reasonable people

18

could agree upon a rollback for those

19

multi-generational and families that have been here

20

for hundreds of years.

21

that -- and this is going on in Hana now.

22

talked with Hawaiian families in Hana that support

23

the rollback idea.

24

arear for example r you have 3 or $4 million plus

25

sales in an area primarily lived in by Hawaiians.

The problem with all this is

You have literally -- in Hamoa
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1

I've talked with a number of them.

They're not

2

going to be able to -- some of them have tax breaks,

3

but their kids will never be able to afford it.

4

my proposal is to roll these things back to what

5

people paid for it.

6

It's

So

to me, it is totally arbitrary for

7

the tax office to say because Oprah Winfrey bought

8

property next to you for a million dollars, that all

9

of a sudden your property is assessed at a million

10

dollars too.

That is totally arbitrary, and that's

11

why I'm asking the

12

on this.

13

You're taxing people out of their homes, and I don't

14

think it's legal either.

15

some money behind COMET to hire an attorney if it

16

comes to that.

I'm asking for a legal reading

I think that this is totally arbitrary.

And I'm willing to put

So I don't mean to be confrontational, but, I

17
18

mean, people are being forced from their homes.

19

Hawaiians that live in Hana -- you know there's

20

still a lot of people that live subsistence in Hana?

21

They don't have jobs.

22

They get by any way that they can.

23

have land.

24

legacy.

25

to leave.

They hunt and they fish.

That's all they have.

Their families
It's their

You're telling them they're going to have
Where are they going to go?
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it's not right.
So I think we have to start with a rollback

2
3

to protect our most valuable resources, which is our

4

multi-generational families, our Hawaiian families,

5

all these different and wonderful cultures that have

6

been here for a long time.

7

that.

8

anything but an island where millionaires can afford

9

to live, and I -- you know, that's, to me, tragic.

We've got to protect

Otherwise, we're literally not going to have

10

So I hope you take -- it just breaks my heart

11

to hear some of the stories, and if you knew all the

12

people in Hana, you would have some real fuse behind

13

this.

14

talk with me.

15

these -- some of these stories.

16

to come to a meeting out here, but they're suffering

17

and it's real.

18

are -- the County of Maui has foreclosed on their

19

property.

20

one of the -- just wonderful family in Hana.

21

basically have very small, modest shelter on their

22

property for the whole ohana.

There's a lot of kupuna in Hana.
They'll talk with Bob.

They'll
Bob knows

They're not going

And I know Hawaiian families that

And this is a wonderful Hawaiian family,
They

23

Well, you know, in typical ohana fashion,

24

people put up the money, we bought a pig and the

25

family made laulau and started off the fund-raiser
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1

so that the -- they could pay their taxes.

2

they're current, but this is -- you know, in that

3

same area there's been at least maybe two or three

4

million dollar sales just recently.

5

the -- the way the County used to do it was that it

6

took three sales in a particular tax map key zone to

7

trigger an increase in assessment.

8
9

Now

And the way

Now it's one.

But I'm saying the assessment -- the whole
idea of assessment is not fair.

It's not right.

10

Because a millionaire pays a million dollars next

11

door, if he -- let him pay the taxes on what he

12

thinks it's worth.

13

out next door.

14

in California Proposition 13.

15

little old ladies and men that are living in million

16

dollar houses, property value wise, but they're

17

paying minimal taxes.

18

families sell them, the new valuation will be much,

19

much higher.

20

Don't -- don't tax the person

And this is similar to what we have
You have, you know,

When they pass away, if their

And that's what I propose too.

If families want to convey their -- their

21

properties to their kids, which I think all the

22

Hawaiians want to do.

23

to sell anything.

24

they have absolutely no interest in real estate

25

speculation.

The Hawaiians aren't looking

The land is their legacy.

So

They have no interest in selling their
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1

properties.

2

up?

3

the infrastructure was 30 years ago, 40 years ago.

Why should their property taxes ever go

They were happy -- they were happy with the way

In my opinion, the people that are coming in

4
5

and paying these high prices are the ones that are

6

creating for -- the demand for all this new

7

infrastructure.

8

improve the infrastructure that way.

9

somebody that's been living on their land for 100

10

years.

Let them pay the higher taxes and
Don't tax

So--

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

12

MR. BLUMER-BUELL:

Thank you very much.

-- sorry to be long winded, but there's

13

a lot of -- there's a lot of people in Hana that

14

feel like -- feel that this is becoming more and

15

more of a problem.

16

Hana, we have a lot of social problems, and let me

17

tell you, a lot of the problems start at home and it

18

starts because a lack of money.

19

told some people

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. BLUMER-BUELL:

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24
25

And we all know that Maui and

So, you know, I've

Thank you, John.
Okay, thanks a lot.
Thank you very much, John.

Ms. Mary Murphy, to be followed by

Mr. Lance Holter.
MS. MURPHY:

Good morning.

My name is Mary Murphy.
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1

think that was great testimonYI and I hope you all

2

were really listening to what he had to say.

3

really do.

4

Breaker Tax.

5

a bit of the letter

6

to Mr. Hokama

7

of my letter of October 19th

8

to read the main points for the benefit of the

9

audience here about -- regarding Circuit Breaker and

10
11

I

Anyway, I'm here to focus on the Circuit
That's my thing.

l

I

So I'm going to read

the main points which I wrote

and which I assume you all got copies
l

but I would just like

the interpretation from 2000 -- September 2002.
While a County attorney opinion is the basis

12

for excluding ohana dwellings from calculating the

13

amount of the Circuit Breaker credit

14

on several important issues.

15

the non-dwelling property is excluded from the

16

calculations used to figure the Circuit Breaker.

17

Ifl as in my situation l there is an ohana and a

18

primary residence l the County has arbitrarily

19

decided that remaining land is divided equally

20

between them.

21

non-dwelling property is excluded from the

22

calculation of the Circuit Breaker.

23

mathematically convenient, there is no statutory

24

basis for the division.

25

First

l

it is silent

l

a portion of

In my easel one half of the

While

In my easel the tenants of the ohana use no
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1

other portion of the property except for the ohana

2

unit itself.

3

maintained and used solely by myself and not the

4

tenants.

5

statutory basis to exclude a portion of the

6

undeveloped land.

7

does not reflect the reality of the situation on the

8

ground.

9

in my property tax assessment.

The remainder of the property is

There appears to be no rational or

Such exclusion is arbitrary and

It has resulted in a 400 percent increase
I have passed along

10

a portion of this increase to the leasehold portion

11

of the property.

12

My tenants, they're a young couple.

13

both 20 years old and they come -- both come from

14

longtime local families.

15

They have a five-month-old baby who was born with

16

serious medical problems.

17

at MCC to be a nurse and he works six days a week,

18

and he does construction or concrete work out in

19

Hana and actually he lives in Haiku.

20

leaving at 5:30 in the morning every morning six

21

days a week.

22

night.

23

to raise their rent?

24
25

They're

They're 20 years old.

She's studying full-time

I hear him

He comes home at 7:00 o'clock at

How do you think that made me feel to have

From a County perspective, this arbitrary
action by the County is a cause of higher housing
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1

costs for renters on Maui.

On top of this, there is

2

no appeal process to dispute the exclusion of half

3

of the

4

tax assessments are mailed out on March 15th each

5

year.

6

file an appeal of the estimated property tax

7

assessments.

8

Circuit Breaker calculations, are mailed to property

9

owners on July 20th.

property.

non~dwelling

Real estate estimated

A property owner then has until April 9th to

A final tax assessment, including the

The window to file an appeal

10

has expired before the Circuit Breaker calculations

11

are even received.
The next round of property tax assessment is

12
13

fast approaching.

No legislation has been submitted

14

to the County Council to consider these needed

15

changes to figuring the Circuit Breaker Tax credit

16

and the ability to appeal an arbitrary or erroneous

17

calculation of this credit.

18

see you guys take some action today --

I would really like to

19

MS. KOLLER:

Three minutes.

20

MS. MURPHY:

-- during deliberations because this is a

21

relatively simple side issue, but it needs to be

22

dealt with.

23

an appeal process.

So that's easy.

24

an appeal process.

The other thing you folks have

25

to decide is about this arbitrary decision to

I see two issues here.

There has to be
There has to be
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1

exclude the assessed value of land for the Circuit

2

Breaker calculation.

3

interpretation, if you read it, there is absolutely

4

no mention of excluding the value of the land from

5

the calculation, only the ohana, not one word about

6

that.

The Corporation Counsel

So it's up to you guys to set the policy.

7
8

And I would hope that you would decide to go back to

9

the way the Circuit Breaker was intended 15 years

10

ago when that blue ribbon panel convened.

I have

11

spoken with Lynne Woods, Chamber of Commerce, and

12

also Morrow Bagda

13

MS. KOLLER:

Four minutes.

14

MS. MURPHY:

-- of Kuau who were both on that blue ribbon

15

panel.

They said there was absolutely no intention

16

to start cutting up the Circuit Breaker by excluding

17

ohanas, by excluding the land.

18

I could only get one-third the value of my land for

19

the credit.

20

this ohana thing, that's a little can of worms

21

there.

22

the ohana and they rent out the main house?

23

about ohana units that aren't rented out at all?

24

The -- my friend Janet Spreiter, who I was hoping

25

was going to be here today, she didn't, she lives in

If I had two ohanas,

But when you're getting

delving into

Because what about homeowners who live in
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1

Lahaina.

2

occasionally stays there, yet she -- they -- the

3

real property excluded the value of her ohana plus

4

half her land.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MS. MURPHY:

Her ohana is not rented out.

Her son

It's not rented out.

Mary, you need to
So there's a little can of worms there with

7

the ohana, but I hope you folks decide to go back to

8

the way the Circuit Breaker has been used in the

9

past.

10
11

You set the policYr and I would like to see

some action taken today.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank your Ms. Murphy.

Questions for

12

Ms. Murphy this morning, Members?

13

much for your testimony.

14

followed by Mr. Daniel Grantham.

15

MR. HOLTER:

Thank you very

Mr. Holter r and he'll be

Good morning, Council.

Good morning r Chair.
the elders in my

16

I was asked by my community

17

community to speak today -- one other member

18

couldn't come because he's at the dentist

19

of my 20 years' experience in real estate on Maui.

20

I wrote a letter on Monday regarding the gross

21

speculation that's taking place on the north shore.

22

Unfortunately there's a typo, so it got confusing,

23

but recent sales in the Kuau area, 3.5 million

24

million, 2.7 million, have made a gigantic leap in

25

the tax assessment valuations in our neighborhoods
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there.
For instance, the gentleman asked me -- he

2
3

said I could use his name, Pat Hamai, longtime

4

family member in Paia.

5

His tax right now is 3,700.

6

Breaker.

7

his property will go up to about $2 1/2 million, and

8

I'm not sure how the Circuit Breaker works in his

9

case, but potentially his taxes could go up to

He lives on $1,500 a month.
This is with a Circuit

Now, I calculated that the valuation of

10

around 10,000.

11

working in his situation, and this isa man that

12

will

13

then paying your tax, which at present -- and now

14

you have to live on 1,100 a month.

15

able to go fishing, but now there's no fish.

16

reefs are denuded because of gill nets, people going

17

out spearing lobsters,

18

forth.

19

out in Paia drinking coffee and talks to his old

20

buddies.

21

problems.

22

Now, the Circuit Breaker isn't

imagine trying to live on $1,500 a month and

You used to be
The

lobsters and so

So he's not able to do that, so he's hanging

So he talks to me and shares with me these

So Wayne asked us what are our solutions.

23

Well, I'm in complete accord with COMET's

24

recommendations here.

25

raise the assessment on their property until their

I don't think that we need to
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1

property sold -- sells.

2

rate.

3

Sunday paper about the rising prices.

I think the

4

average price now is 549,000.

It was

it's been

5

going 100,000 a year, but now it's going 100,000 in

6

six months.

So in 2000, an average price of a home

7

was 250,000.

Now it's -- -it's well, well into the

8

600,000 range in some areas.

9

completely in accord with COMET's solutions here.

10

We need to freeze the tax

We saw -- there was a great article in the

So my solution is I am

I also think we should re -- make a new

11

category for agricultural residential.

12

some of my friends out there in Haiku, they're

13

growing greenhouses.

14

land as ago

15

They're growing, you know, orchids and so forth, but

16

we need to create a new ag classification called ag

17

residential.

18

Association is volunteering and offering to pay

19

their large 7 percent Transient Accommodation Tax.

20

I think we should take them up on it.

21

think that we need to have a further investigation

22

into why the Circuit Breaker isn't working for our

23

elderly.

24
25

Now, I know

They're really using their

Now, I think that can remain in ago

I know the Maui vacation Rental

I also agree with Mr. Blumer.

Further, I

We need to

study the Charter amendment in Kauai, but most we've
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1

got to make sure that we don't continue to

2

economically and socially marginalize our local

3

families.

4

MS. KOLLER:

Three minutes.

5

MR. HOLTER:

I used to see Lyle down at the post office.

6

I used to see Beatrice at the post office t and t you

7

know t we want to save the mountain gorilla and save

8

the panda t wellt I want to make sure that we don't

9

let our local families and elderly and kupuna go

10

extinct before we get a solution here.

11

the large contribution to the ice problem is the

12

inability to afford their -- a living wage t build

13

able to afford their -- the payments on a home t the

14

rent.
As a simple example t

15

I know that

in my neighborhood they

16

did an affordable housing project t Kent Smith's

17

affordable housing project.

18

bought by two Realtors to speculate on.

19

advertisements in the newspaper of these properties

20

coming up for rental

21

them because it says only two cars allowed.

22

renting these properties, investors, for $2 t OOO a

23

month.

24

housing.

25

equitable and that we don't socially economically

t

Four of the units were
Now we see

because you can always see
They're

Now, this is speculation using affordable
We've got to make sure that we make it
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1

marginalize our local families.

2

much.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you t Mr. Holter.

Thank you very

Lance, one -- just

4

one clarification.

5

rate, is it the rate or the assessment you're --

6

MR. HOLTER:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MR. HOLTER:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10
11

When you say freeze the tax

The assessment, I'm sorry.
Okay.
Based on the assessment.
I just wanted that to be -- some

clarification on that.
MR. HOLTER:

I think we can go back before the inflation

12

started and -- which was within about three years is

13

when it really took off.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Any other

15

questions for Mr. Holter this morning, Members?

16

not, thank you very much for your testimony.

17

Grantham, and. the last person after Daniel will be

18

Ms. Sally Raisbeck.

19

MR. GRANTHAM:

If

Daniel

Good morning, Mr. Chair and Council

20

Members.

Thanks for the opportunity to testify.

21

There's been some great testimony here this morning.

22

I'm not going to try to improve on it.

23

think I could.

24

letter I wrote to the paper a while back, and I have

25

not scratched the surface of the research that these

I don't

I was contacted by COMET due to a
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1

folks have done.

2

that you have some great talent here that could be

3

used for an advisory and a research group.

4

them are retired.

5

I'd like to respectfully suggest

Many of

They have time.

The letter that I wrote was earlier this year
increasing taxes on rentals, and one

6

around the

7

of the points that was raised was how do we tell

8

whether someone getting a homeowner tax rate or

9

homestead tax rate is actually living here?

And it

10

was -- the comment was that, you know, we don't have

11

the resources to find that out.

12

maybe we have some resources to find things like

13

that out.

14

Let me suggest

It strikes me as profoundly unfair to tax a

15

homeowner for a rise in property value that they

16

have not benefitted from, and they will not benefit

17

from that until they sell the home.

18

that would be the time to increase the tax is when

19

they realize a benefit.

20

be paying for an increased value that, you know,

21

they're -- it's of no use to them.

22

huge liability to them.

23

seems real clear and I hope that we can

24

look at things like that.

I applaud the intent of

25

the Circuit Breaker rule.

Obviously there's some

And I think

Otherwise, they're going to

In fact, it's a

And, you know, it just
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1

big holes that people are falling into and that we

2

need to take a look at.
I would like to encourage use of our tax

3

4

powers to try to address some of the root causes

5

here! one of which is speculation in homes.

6

know! you've heard testimony about that.

7

that it's,

8

home that is reasonably priced comes on the market.

9

I mean! it's like! you know, throwing a T-bone steak

aga~n,

You

I think

not that hard to observe when a

10

out there to your pack of dogs.

11

nobody here in terms of local family! unless they're

12

already, you know! a Realtor watching the market

13

who's going to even know about this thing before

14

it's maybe changed hands three times.

15

That's -- you know! and I think the tax structure,

16

the tax assessments! the fees are one possible way

17

to penalize that kind of behavior and give local

18

families a chance! you know --

19

MS. KOLLER:

20

MR. GRANTHAM:

It's gone.

There's

That's wrong.

Three minutes.
-- just kind of level the playing field

21

here a little bit.

I'd also like to suggest that we

22

look at changing the tax structure for people who

23

offer affordable rentals.

24

know people that could easily double what they're

25

charging for rents.

That's, you know -- I

They don't.

They -- they feel
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like they don't need to and I think that there ought

2

to be a way to encourage that kind of behavior, and

3

at the same time maybe discourage the kind of

4

behavior where they're renting an affordable home

5

for $2,000, as Lance says.

6

proper role of our government to look at these kinds

7

of abuses.

8

MS. KOLLER:

9

MR. GRANTHAM:

I think that is the

Four minutes.
That -- you know, that's what they are.

10

Let's be frank about that.

They're taking advantage

11

of a system here, and you can't fault the people for

12

trying to make money.

13

the government can level the field to where, okay,

14

it's not all, you know, easy for this person who --

15

who, you know, is In a particular position.

I mean, that's the game, but

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Daniel, you need wrap up, please.

17

MR. GRANTHAM:

Yeah, well, I have a lot of things I could

18

talk about, but I think that mostly the testimony

19

you've heard here this morning has been really

20

inspiring and I'm -- I'm proud to hear it and I hope

21

that we can incorporate that and move into a more

22

fair system here.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Grantham.

24

Mr. Grantham?

25

morning, Daniel.

Questions for

Thank you for being here this
Ms. Sally Raisbeck.
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Members, after Ms. Raisbeck, we will take our

1

2

3

mid-morning recess.
MS. RAISBECK:

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members.
I live in Wailuku.

My

I am a

4

name is Sally Raisbeck.

5

senior citizen in my 70s and my sister is older than

6

1/ but I am here to say the small part of this that

7

I would recommend is eliminating the senior home

8

exemptions.

9

that most senior citizens have reduced income, and

I think that's based on an assumption

10

possibly based on an assumption that senior citizens

11

may have medical expenses and so on.

12

for many, but not for all, and it's silly to give a

13

senior exemption to someone who comes in from off

14

island and has a very high income even though

15

they're retired and older.

16

exemption just based on their age?

17

That's true

Why should they have an

I think the exemptions based on income -- and

18

I don't know the details of the Circuit Breaker or

19

how it works out in practice, but obviously most of

20

the really horrendous examples you hear are examples

21

where people's income is low but the value of their

22

property keeps rising to the point they're

23

they're -- they have to leave their home.

24

agree with Gladys Baisa, that nobody should be taxed

25

out of their home, whether it's, you know, a modest
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1

little place in Wailuku or whether it's, you know,

2

ten acres in Hana or wherever it is.

3

home, they shouldn't be taxed out of it, and that's

4

to do with the ratio between their income and the

5

value of the property.

If it's their

So however you work it -- and the other thing

6
7

is if you put a lien on the property that becomes

8

due at the time, say, the homeowner dies and the

9

property changes -- or goes to other ownership, that

10

could, as John Blumer-Buell said, tax the children

11

out of their home.

12

these different situations and you need to also

13

employ somebody like a -- some corporations employ

14

bright teenagers to find the holes in their -- the

15

loopholes in their computer systems.

16

somebody really bright looking at what you come up

17

with for all the loopholes, because a lot of

18

excellent tax lawyers will be looking at it

19

immediately to find the loopholes to benefit people

20

you aren't intending to benefit.

21

as simple as possible and think of the different

22

situations, but especially make it so that nobody

23

has to be taxed out of their home.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:
Sally?

So you need to think about all

Thank you, Ms. Raisbeck.

Well, you need

So please make it

Thank you.
Questions for

If not, thank you very much.

Anyone else
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1

wishing to provide testimony this morning to the

2

Committee, please come forward.

3

more gentleman that wishes to provide testimony.

4

Why don't you give your name, give your testimony,

5

and then we'll get the form squared away later.

6

MR. HUG:

Okay, I have one

Good morning and thank you for -- thank you for

7

letting me talk.

8

to be brief, but I came here to observe and keep my

9

mouth shut, because normally it's going too much.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. HUG:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. HUG:

First off, I mumble.

I will try

I need your name, sir, please.

Charles hug, H-U-G, easy if you believe it.
Thank you.

I live in Makawao.

I have a 2000 building

14

permit that's still active.

I'm getting pretty

15

close to wrap it up.

16

came by and said, oh, you have a 2000 building

17

permit.

18

around, welcomed them there, and discovered you have

19

three tax assessors for Maui nui.

20

mindlessly.

21

construction people know about them.

22

inspectors know about them.

23

there that is underassessed, three houses on the

24

same property and you're not getting your money.

25

And the reason for this, budget restraints.

In April the tax assessors

Has anything been done?

So I showed them

They're backed up

We have all this property.

All the

The building

You've got property out
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there's some bright people in the County that are

2

sitting on their thumbs, would just love to have the

3

opportunity to go out, look around, and get you

4

money.

5

Thank you very much.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Hug.

6

Mr. Hug?

7

okay, please come forward.

8
9

MS. NEWELL:

Any questions for

Okay, if not, thank you very much for

Well, I wasn't planning to come and say

anything.

I'm Lyle Bettger's daughter.

My name is

10

Paula Newell, and I live at 72 Lae Place, right on

11

the border of Paia and Kuau area.

12

been fighting for many years along with Bill and

13

Morrow Bagda with COMET.

14

listening to all the testimony as well myself.

15

We're now having to sell our property down the road

16

with the estate that will be basically dissolving

17

itself.

18

looking for a property, and it is amazing to me

19

we've been looking in Haiku and also up in the

20

Upcountry area and I agree with Robert Karpovich,

21

it's amazing to me that the places we've been

22

looking at starting at about 900,000 on up can get

23

an agricultural zoning and they have to pay probably

24

about $100 a month for property tax and all we have

25

to do is put a couple goats on the property or

I know my dad had

Just kind of sitting and

My husband and I have started already
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something and we get a reduction.

2

Robert just mentioned right now that the

3

his property in Kuau will probably be right now

4

about 8,000, next year could be 14,000.

5

period our -- my dad's property has seen an increase

6

of 35 percent r and we are right on the ocean r 1.1

7

acres, 180 view of the Paia Bay arear and I just

8

can't even imagine what -- next year what our

9

property tax is going to be like.

In a year

I really feel

10

that something has to be done to re-assess each

11

individual property and what people are using the

12

property forr because it's just amazing to me.

13

And I'm 47 years old just now finally having

14

to go out and buy propertYr and we're going to have

15

to sell our place for a huge amount of money for

16

myself and my two brothers to be able to have

17

something to buy down the road as well toor and we

18

don't want to see our next door neighbor Thelma

19

Mooney(?) and people like that having to pay huge

20

property tax just because our place -- we've had

21

offers as high as ,7 million cash for our property.

22

So I don't want to have to do that r but it seems to

23

be like there's a lot of reevaluation that needs to

24

be done.

25

There's a lot of people -- I myself am
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semi-retired.

2

executive for 25 years.

3

to help in any way that I could as well too.

4

just wanted to be able to say something.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MS. NEWELL:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I worked for Liberty House as an
I would be more than happy
So I

Thank you very much.
Thank you.
Can I ask you one question, please?

That

8

1.1 acre, you mentioned that you've had a -- a very

9

large offer that you stated in cash.

10

11
12

MS. NEWELL:

Well, we have offers almost every day being

stuffed in my mailbox, yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm sure it's a - - you know, a very

13

desirable property.

14

zoned as residential?

15

MS. NEWELL:

Your property is currently

I believe - - yes, Robert?

Yeah, residential.

16

Yes, it is.

But it's been in our family also -- I

17

mean, I know we've talking about local ohana

18

families and things, but my dad bought the property

19

in 1963 outright for $50,000.

20

like how much it's jumped up to, and I can't even

21

believe if it's

yours is going to be like 14,000

22

next year, mine

I'm already paying over 8,000

23

right now a year.

It's probably going to be 20 or

24

something.

25

that?

So now you can see

I mean, how -- how can you keep up with

It's impossible to do.

I mean, our family's
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lucky my dad did leave us with substantial amount of

2

money, but it's not fair to all the other families

3

and people that have lived down our street for years

4

that have to have -- they're giving up their homes,

5

you know.
And right down the street from us

6
7

Mr. Bendon(?) is building a place right now, and

8

he's -- it's a 15,000 square foot lot building a

9

6,000 square foot home on it and they're asking 3.9

io

million, I believe, right now or 3.5.

11

Coldwell Banker's the representative, so it's just

12

so out of sight these days.

13

and you look at these beautiful mansions and people

14

are only paying like $60 a month -- because we've

15

been looking at different properties.

16

astounded how cheap their property tax was versus

17

all of us that are down clustered in the Kuau-Paia

18

area.

19

I've lived here for 26 years, so

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MS. NEWELL:

22
23

It's just not right.

I think

And to go up into Haiku

I was

I don't think so.

And

Thank you very much for your testimony
Thank you for letting me speak.
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

this morning.

Thank you.

Okay, anyone

24

else?

25

and, Members, we will stand in recess till 11:05.

If not, the Chair will be closing testimony,
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(Gavel)

0

10:56 a.m.

2

RECESS:

3

RECONVENE:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11:08 a.m.

(Gavel).

The Council's Committee on Budget

5

and Finance will reconvene.

6

This is the 4th of November, 2003.

7

We are on Item 22.

Members r we've just concluded the morning's

8

portion for testimony.

Let me just state that

9

between the earlier meeting that we've had and this

10

morning's meeting your Chair has engaged

11

Administration and the appropriate departments the

12

past few months.

13

Mr. Regan r as our Finance Director, and his

14

appropriate personnel with Real Property.

15

Lance here also with uS r and we have also engaged

16

representatives from the Corporation Counsel.

17

Since r as your Chair r I have received written

18

requests from members of our communitYr West Maui r

19

South Maui r Central Maui r Upcountryr regarding

20

portions of the real property program r that I have

21

tried to respond to those individuals or families

22

and have engaged our various departments to provide

23

accurate information.

24
25

We have had discussions with

We have

Something I just want to share before I allow
our resource people to give some comments and also
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1

to ask you in the meantime to think about questions

2

as well as options that you would like the Committee

3

and the Chair to consider r that I just share with

4

you some things that I wish all people to have some

5

information on.

6

various methods in which government obtains the

7

necessary resources to provide the necessary public

8

services.

9

government r we know that they primarily use the

10

Now

l

We all are aware that there are

when we look at our Federal

Federal Income TaxI which is based on income.

11

The State of Hawaii l as a state government I

12

primarily uses two things l the Hawaii State Income

13

TaxI which l againl is based on income I as well as

14

the General Excise Tax, which l like a sales taxI

15

although different l is a tax on consumption based

16

upon and passed on to the buyer.

17

argue that it is a tax on business income I

18

nonetheless l those are the two primary sources of

19

the State of Hawaii.

Some people will
but

The County of Maui, which we are more

20

21

concerned with l primarily uses real property taxI

22

and it is a tax on property value.

23

it -- or is known as the ad valorem taxI based on

24

value.

25

states limited authority to impose certain types of

Some would call

Now, while the Federal government gave the
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1

taxes and in turn the Stater through the State

2

Constitution r gave the County the authority to

3

impose real property taxes r wer againr are looking

4

at various ways

5

taxpayers r as well as to broaden the base of

6

revenues to continue to provide the necessary

7

services.

8

9

tOr

one r provide relief to our

Now r we've heard comments this morning r
Members r about what government and how government

10

should approach the basic doctrines of necessary

11

resources and the total amount of these resources

12

should be determined by what.

13

past we have looked at the type and level of

14

services required or mandated by the publicr as well

15

as how efficient this County government is providing

16

these services.

I believe that in the

17

Now r as we examine the proposals to reform

18

the real property tax system r I would ask that we

19

remind ourselves of what role it plays in financing

20

public services.

21

that we cannot afford to direct all the attention to

22

the fairness between different classes of real

23

property taxpayers without considering the total

24

amount of services the public requires and how

25

efficient we are providing thes'e services.

There are those that would tell us
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1

So this morning, Members, I think we have, as

2

I've already -- had planned to share, we've heard

3

various consistent themes.

4

issue that we've heard.

5

past meetings.

6

deals with the level of taxpayer confidence that

7

everyone is paying their share.

8

at improving enforcement of homeowner exemption.

9

And how we do that, the Chair is open.

One was the enforcement

We've talked about it in

And enforcement issue, of course,

So we are looking

We've heard

10

options of confirming with State tax records that a

11

resident returned -- that a resident return was

12

filed.

13

misrepresentation.

14

of, that Mr. Regan, as our Finance Director, is

15

has optioned an amnesty situation.

16

know, I think that needs to have further discussion,

17

because I believe the Council has a role to

18

participate to move this amnesty situation forward.

19

The improved enforcement of illegal vacation

Another area is to increase fines for
And as we have been made aware

And, again, you

20

rentals.

Now, I bring this up because the current

21

general plan states that businesses will not be in

22

residential areas.

23

plan.

24

communities of this County have participated and

25

have made that a policy statement.

That is an existing general

And it is something that I believe the

So how do we
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1

deal with short-term single family rentals or

2

short-term apartment rentals that are less than six

3

months and, according to State definition, would be

4

viewed in a different manner?

5

Also under enforcement I think we need to

6

look at the improved definition of taxable income

7

for the Circuit Breaker computation.

8

asked to consider including retirement income,

9

municipal interest income, and to also add back

I have been

10

depreciation on various schedules, C, which is for

11

businesses; E, rentals and partnerships.

12

And again, I know I am sharing with you a lot

13

of information, but this is just part of my effort

14

to bring forward information and education of items

15

or points that. I would hope would be part of our

16

total consideration.

17

income area, the use of a limited power of attorney

18

that would -- a person would work with the Internal

19

Revenue Service to get information that will be able

20

to audit on random basis.

21

Also, as part of the taxable

Another area that we definitely need to

22

improve, Members, is the area of communication and

23

to improve that communication with our taxpayers.

24

We've heard already people that have put forth

25

comments that public education on the real property
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1

tax, including exemptions available and how the tax

2

is calculated, needs to be presented clearly,

3

simply, and accurately.

4

I would hope the County would choose -- and

5

I'm going to use this as an example, because in my

6

dealings they would not be like the Internal Revenue

7

Service.

8

an exemption that you qualify for, they'll say, yes,

9

you qualify for it, but unless you ask them that

If you ask them the question and you have

10

question, you don't get an exemption and they don't

11

volunteer that information readily or before filing

12

of taxes.

13

informed on real property tax changes, including

14

changes in administrative rules.

15

that I've shared with the Finance Director, and I

16

think jointly the County as a total entity can move

17

forward on this.

I think we need to keep the public

This is something

18

The last area of contention, as welve heard

19

from various testifiers, is what has been commonly

20

known as gentleman estates.

21

establish a method to properly tax the uses of this

22

property and to place it in a more appropriate

23

category.

24

asking Finance to give comment on this specific

25

area, including the valuation of property, the

I think we need to

So when appropriate time, I will be
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1

concern of the building and land used as a

2

residential -- residence and valued as residential,

3

that the remaining land used for farming is valued

4

at agriculture, but upon the filing of a homeowner's

5

exemption, the rate applied to the total value is

6

the homeowner's.

7

would be 3.55 per thousand, versus the agriculture

8

rate of 4.93.

And as we compare it currently, it

And we have also heard the problem that

9

10

finance is having in enforcement and defining and

11

bringing some clarity to the unique individual

12

situations that we

13

this morning.

14

the Fiscal Year 2004 Budget you as Councilors have

15

appropriated funds to increase zoning inspectors.

16

So I just share this as part of my opening

have been brought up to us

And again, I thank you, because in

17

comments.

It does not touch on everything, but I

18

think it highlights some of the areas that I believe

19

is

20

as long-term basis.

21

have with the Circuit Breaker, as one testifier

22

specifically mentioned, shared her concern with the

23

appeal process.

24

very short time.

25

Finance Director, that I believe an appeal process

we need to deal with on a short-term as well
I think one of the concerns we

That I think we can deal with in a
I've already shared that with the
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1

adjustment is necessary and that we need to do this

2

as a priority.
So sharing with you that comments, Members, I

3
4

will now ask first, Finance Department, if you have

5

any opening comments that you wish to share with the

6

members at this time?

7

MR. REGAN:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

If I may, Keith Regan,

8

Director of Finance for the County of Maui.

Thank

9

you for inviting us here to participate in this

10

meeting this afternoon.

11

about taxes, it's a very contentious issue.

12

likes to pay taxes.

13

their fair share, and we agree with that position.

14

We've heard some very compelling testimony from

15

people this morning about how real property tax is

16

unfair, it's unequitable, and that the system is

17

broken.

18

You know, any time we talk
Nobody

Nobody wants to pay more than

I believe that the system needs improvements.

19

I would agree with that.

20

that it's broken and that it needs to be completely

21

thrown out and revamped and redone.

22

Council to really seriously look at some of the

23

suggestions that were made today, such as rollback

24

and the consequences that can occur by implementing

25

something like that.

I don't necessarily feel

I urge the

I also urge that if any
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legislation is moved forward r that you please take

2

into consideration the amount of additional work

3

that this is -- and burden that it's going to place

4

on an already, what I would term, under staffed

5

division.

6

there are five, not three as previously testified,

7

appraisers.

8

9

66,000 parcels in the County of Maui, and

So with that, I'm here to answer your
questions.

I also want to say one last thing, and

10

that was brought up, and it was in regards to the

11

article that was in The Maui News, and I know that

12

we'll probably have some discussion on that.

13

think that it may have been improperly inferred that

14

we were going to be giving amnesty.

15

that we cannot give amnesty.

16

article I think was to drive home the fact that

17

there are 22,000 -- 22,000 condominium units,

18

owners, properties here in the County of Maui, and

19

it is nearly impossible for us to go out an audit

20

every single one of those 22,000 units.

21

I

Because I know

The point of that

What we're trying to do with this is by

22

sending out this survey is we are asking people to

23

please comply, bring your classification up to date.

24

Come into compliance.

25

to be able to send people out to do an audit on

I do not have the resources
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every single one of these units.

2

classification comes back and that person failed to

3

reclassify and we do find out that that person is in

4

fact taking advantage of the system/ we're going to

5

go after that person when it's brought to our

6

attention.

7

physically have the number of people to be able to

8

go out and audit 22/000 units.

9

fact.

I mean/ we can't -- we just don't

resources that we have.

11

Mr. Chair.

13
14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's -- that's a

So we're doing the best that we can with the

10

12

However/ if a

That's all I have/

Thank you for your opening comments.

Yes/

Mr. Nishiki.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

I want to -- I want to stick

15

with the Administration in regards to this/ and I'm

16

really almost kind of disappointed.

17

ask the question about --

18
19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I was going to

Can you please use the microphone.

Thank

you, Mr. Nishiki.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

I want to -- I was going to

21

ask this Administration what they have done with the

22

tools that they've had to try to pursue areas of

23

concern that we had?

24

and the answer that I'm getting today/ I'm

25

actually -- I threw my pen in disgust/ but I'm going

And -- and this 22/000 units
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to keep my cool because I thought the understanding

2

with this Administration and the policy that they

3

were going to take was going to get back to us

4

first.

5

I need to ask Keith what did they send out and what

6

did they ask?

Well, from what I hear, they sent out -- and

Because I thought -- and I remember your

7

8

discussion with us in this area -- and it doesn't

9

matter who it came from -- was if you were to send

10

out these notices saying that we're going to charge

11

you short-term unless you can provide information --

12

and it was hard for me to accept this, but I thought

13

it was the most efficient way, that we -- you know,

14

we were going to have to get those that are proving

15

that they are renting long-term to send this

16

information out, and if we got that confirmation,

17

we're also saying that if you don't confirm, then

18

we're going to charge you short-term.

19

was a very simple methodology for a 20,000 that they

20

were going to send out and this was the methodology

21

that they were going to use.

To me, that

In fact now I hear they went a different

22

23

manner.

24

control over this Department to tell them what we

25

feel the policy should be in regards to how we want

And I don't know if we have that much
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this done.

And I'm upset just in this one area

2

right now.

I'm not even pursuing homeowner's

3

exemption, but why they took this methodology and

4

now how long it's going to take.

5

had -- as again, without being repetitious, ask

6

these people to send out the notice saying that if

7

you're not long -- short

8

long-term, then send uS,the documents to show that

9

you're long-term, then we'll allow you -- we'll

I thought if we

well, if you're not

10

charge you this long-term rate.

And those that

11

don't send in, we're going to charge you short-term.

12

It was real simple in the way we discussed it.

13

What

14

tell me another story, but why haven't you used that

15

methodology?

why --,and maybe -- maybe you're going to

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MR. REGAN:

What was so hard about that?

Mr. Regan.

Thank your Mr. Chair.

Let me clarify for you,

18

Councilman Nishiki, that the 20,000 -- 22,000 mail

19

outs that we did -- or the 20, -- the mail outs that

20

we did to the 22,000 units, those that do not reply

21

do get put into the 700 category.

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

MR. REGAN:

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

MR. REGAN:

What does the 700 category mean?

Short-term rental.
Oh, okay, fine.

Hotel/resort.

So, you know, I mean, we are --
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that is something that we're going to be doing.

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

MR. REGAN:

4

Okay.

So I -- I don't know if there was some

miscommunication or

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

MR. REGAN:

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yes, there was.

My apologies.
That's okay.

Okay.
So -- so that's what you're doing

10

with this mailer.

If they don't send back proving

11

that they're long-term, they're going to be

12

automatically charged short-term?

13

MR. REGAN:

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

thank you.

16

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

17
18

If they don't reclassify, yes.

OkaYI

In that area I'm satisfied.

Thank

you.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Members, the Chair's intention

19

is to just allow the departments to give their

20

opening comments.

21

happy to hear it, but I would also like to have

22

Mr. Bruce Erfer, who did present to you, Members, a

23

consideration to have the opportunity this morning

24

to share some comments with you that we've also

25

received comments from the public through testimony

I know you have questions.
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1

regarding his submittal.

2

Counsel, I ask if you have anything you would like

3

to share with the Committee at this time?

4

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

But first, Corporation

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I just had a

5

brief comment.

Several of the testifiers proposed

6

the idea that homeowners that don't sell their

7

property aren't able to take advantage of the

8

value -- the increase in value of their property,

9

and this has been discussed before I know within the

10

Finance Department, but there are ways that an

11

individual can take advantage of the increase in

12

value of their property without selling it.

13

just wanted to make sure Council was aware of that.

14

There are two that come to my mind immediately.

15

So I

Of course you can mortgage your property.

16

When you mortgage your property, they look at the

17

market value of the property, not the value that you

18

purchased it from originally.

19

way that comes to my mind is a reverse mortgage,

20

where somebody who, say, had -- they were land rich

21

and cash poor, they needed cash, they could do a

22

reverse mortgage with the financial institution

23

where the bank would pay them money, basically, you

24

know, for the -- you know, for whatever term they

25

choose to do it and then at the end of the term the

And then the second
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1

bank would own the property.

And again, that would

2

be based on market value of your property.
So I just wanted Council to be aware that

3

4

there are -- and there may be other ways too that I

5

can't think of, but where an individual can utilize

6

the equity in their property without actually

7

conveying it.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much for that,

Corporation Counsel.
Members, this morning joining us is Mr. Bruce

10
11

Erfer.

12

have a copy of his communication that he shared with

13

us, and I would just like to state for the record

14

,that I have invited him as an individual member of

15

the public who was gracious enough to, one, accept

16

the invitation, and although he does sit on the Real

17

Property Tax Review Board, his presence here and his

18

offering is as an individual, private individual.

19

And so at this time I'd like to introduce Mr. Bruce

20

Erfer and ask for your comments, please.

21

MR. ERFER:

He does have a -- in your binders a -- you

I very much appreciate you asking me to attend

22

today, and listening to the testimony was -- was

23

quite interesting.

24

is written in these four pages.

25

initially -- my major interest was in the

Everything I really have to say
My major interest
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1

homeowner's exemption issuer which I found to be

2

quite strange that we were, as I show in these

3

figures r giving someone with a $2 million residence

4

six times the financial benefit than someone with a

5

$250 r OOO residence.

6

seeing that the County is losing a tremendous amount

7

of moneYr number one r and we're giving the benefit

8

to the people who don't need the benefitr number

9

two.

10

And that's my main focus r is

But as I said r everything that I really want
I do find the equity

11

to say is in these four pages.

12

issue to be overwhelming r and I don't quite

13

understand why the Circuit Breaker is being

14

discussed in a manner that -- as I mentioned to

15

Lance earlier r if indeed the people are limited to a

16

3 percent of their AGI r regardless of the amount

17

that a home is valued r they're limited to the tax of

18

3 percent AGI.

19

misinterpretation during testimony.

20

also be in favor of in effect deferring that moneYr

21

rather than giving it away as a grant r and liening

22

it to the property.

I think there was some
But I would

23

As someone stated r that their property was

24

now worth $7 million and that the new owner would

25

presumably be paying taxes based on that $7 million
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value.

2

taxes l fewer taxes l their benefit is the fact that

3

they now have $7 million in their pocket following

4

the sale and why should those taxes be not deferred

5

but just not paid at all?

6

that also.

WeIll the old owner who is paying much less

So I have an issue with

But as I said l just about everything I want

7

8

to say is in this document.

9

if you haven't.

I urge you to read it

There's quite a few numbers in here

10

which I think illustrate the points that I wanted to

11

make

I

and thank you again for having me.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes

Yes

I

l

Mr. Chairman.

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah l are we televised today?

we are.
If - - Mr. Erf.er

I

if you could go

18

through

19

who are watching this do not have the benefit of

20

reading the document.

21

summarize some of the points you made.

22

were very excellent points and would love to hear

23

the public be privy to those.

I

summarize the points l because the viewers

24

MR. ERFER:

Okay

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I

If you could kind of just

I'll do my best here.
Thank you.
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MR. ERFER:

My first point -- and I've titled everything

2

unintended effects -- has to do, again, with the

3

homeowner's exemption.

4

exemption deducts minimum of $50,000 from the

5

assessed building value, but it also lowers the tax

6

rate 39 percent.

7

$50,000 deduction, but the rate is decreased

8

significantly.

9

different values of assessed

Currently the homeowner's

So not only is a person getting a

And in the chart I made out I have
different numbers of

10

assessed values from 250,000 to $2 million.

11

stated earlier, the person with a $250,000 assessed

12

value receives one-sixth the financial benefit than

13

the person with the $2 million home.

14

from the homeowner's exemption is $755.

15

amount of money that the homeowner saves who owns

16

the $250,000 house, but the $2 million house, the

17

person saves almost $4,800 because of the 39 percent

18

reduction in the rate.

19

As I

The benefit
That's the

And what I'm proposing, and I think some

20

other people have proposed, is that the homeowner's

21

exemption be a constant dollar figure, which would

22

be significantly above 50,000.

23

used $140,000, but that the tax rate would be the

24

same for everyone whether they received the

25

homeowner's exemption or not.

For an example, I

And I believe this is
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1

the way it's done in almost all areas the country,

2

where the exemption is a dollar figure and not a

3

reduction in the rate.

4

person with the $250,000 house would receive the

5

exact same financial benefit as the person with a $2

6

million 'house, and I believe that's the intent of

7

the homeowner's exemption, not to give more credit

8

to a -- not to give a higher exemption to people

9

with higher valued homes.

10

If that were true, the

The second portion was -- has to do with

11

enforceability.

I state that persons not eligible

12

for the homeowner's exemption are receiving it,

13

costing the County significant income, and the --

14

interestingly the eligibility requirement to get the

15

lowest rate at Waiehu Golf Course you must provide

16

proof that you get from the State that you filed a

17

Hawaii Resident State Income Tax form, and that's to

18

play golf here, but to receive the homeowner's

19

exemption basically all you have to do is sign a

20

form saying that it's your principal -- it doesn't

21

even say principal -- yeah, the property is owned

22

and occupied as your principal home as of the

23

assessment date, and that's all you have to sign.

24

And I know that there is a significant number of

25

people claiming this who -- who also claim it on the
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mainland.

I'll leave it at that.

The third issue has to do with the additional

3

homeowner's exemption established to help senior

4

citizens.

5

Understanding Property Taxes states that additional

6

home exemptions were established to help senior

7

citizens living on fixed retirement incomes.

8

then it goes on that homeowners between the ages of

9

60 and 69 are eligible for 80 000 exemption.

The County's pamphlet under -- called

And

1

10

Homeowners 70 and older 100 / 000.

11

is that while the document -- or the Understanding

12

Property Taxes said it was established to help

13

senior citizens living ori fixed retirement incomes

14

the County Code does not state that and anyone

15

becoming 60 years old is eligible for the exemption

16

or anybody 70 years old

17

which I don't

18

intended.

19

simply give exemptions to people who get older.

20

l

I

The problem here

I

regardless of their income

I

again, think was -- what was

And I don't know why that iS

I

but we

Because there is the Circuit Breaker

21

mechanism, which has already afforded the relief to

22

anyone with a limited income, I recommend simply

23

eliminating completely the additional exemptions for

24

the elderly.

25

qualifies for the Circuit Breaker

If a person is 60 years old and
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able to receive the -- that benefit.

2

make the qualifying elders document limited incomes

3

via submission of tax returns, but if a household

4

were to qualify for the Circuit Breaker r the

5

additional senior citizen exemptions have no value

6

in almost all the cases.

7

issue.

8

for the Circuit Breaker r you probably don't get any

9

additional benefit at age 60 or 70 anywaYr and

10
11

AlternativelYr

And that's an important

If you qualify for the home -- I'm sorry,

that's important.
I also talk about the -- using the adjusted

12

gross income as a basis for the Circuit Breaker r and

13

I disagree with that for a number of reasons.

14

we're looking at affordability and trying to allow

15

people to retain their property through lower taxes,

16

I point out that -- I make an example of three

17

properties in the same neighborhood all assessed at

18

$350 r OOO.

19

exemption of $50 r OOO and all three households have

20

adjusted gross income of $28 r OOO.

21

they're all in the same income situations.

22

Therefore, due to the Circuit Breaker, all three

23

households are treated equally and pay $840 in

24

property taxes.

25

If

All three households receive the home

So basically

But the three property owners are quite
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different.

The first property is single mother with

2

four childreni second property is single

3

individual -- just simply a single individuali and

4

the third property, a husband and wife who are

5

retired, age 59 years old, stock portfolio of over a

6

million dollars, own a commercial building, but

7

while their profit on the building was $60,000 and

8

that was money they actually realized, because of

9

depreciation on the building in the same amount, it

10

added nothing to their AGI.

11

AGI is really not the right figure to be used in

12

this calculation.

13

My point here is the

I'm not a tax accountant, but I note in this

14

real property tax suggested revisions that was

15

handed out that there are other suggestions,

16

municipal bond income, retirement income, that

17

should be included.

18

included in the AGI, and the result is that there

19

are people who have significant incomes but have low

20

AGIs who can take advantage of the Circuit Breaker.

21

The next issue has to do with the unintended

These are incomes that are not

22

effect on timing.

When a property is sold, an

23

existing homeowner's exemption of the seller will be

24

in effect throughout the tax year.

25

actually something that happened to me as I

And this is
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1

purchased a home and actually did not live here.

2

received the homeowner's exemption because it was

3

passed down from the prior -- prior owner, or the

4

seller.

5

property is sold after the January 1 assessment date

6

but before -- I'm not sure before which date, but

7

not only did I receive the -- my house closed in

8

January, not only did I receive the six months of

9

the prior seller's homeowner exemption, I received

And as I state, even more ludicrous, if the

10

the exemption for the following year.

11

got 18 months of homeowner's exemptions when it

12

wasn't deserved.

13

I

I literally

I did move into the property at some point,

14

but I believe that somehow this timing issue has to

15

be changed, and I propose at the time of the sale

16

the homeowner exemption status of the new owner

17

should determine the tax assessment, not the

18

homeowner exemption status of the seller.

19

for whatever the reason the timing does not allow

20

this to transpire, there is no way that the seller's

21

homeowner's exemption should manifest into the

22

second year of the tax bill of the new owner.

23

simply I state that escrow companies should be made

24

to collect the prorated taxes based on no

25

homeowner's exemption, unless the new owners file
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with escrow for the homeowner's exemption.

It's

2

just unfair that we're -- we're not revising that in

3

time.
The rest of my -- or the fourth page of my

4

~

5

paper had to do with public relations t and this has

6

to do with the public is not made properly aware of

7

the rights and obligations with respect to property

8

tax's timing and exemptions.

9

believe there is anything sent out that talks about

SpecificallYt I don't

10

the Circuit Breaker.

11

I don't think anything is sent out to homeowners

12

regarding the

13

timing of the brochures and the timing of the tax

14

bills and the appeal process is not well thought

15

out.

16

for -- for the citizens of our CountYt and that's

17

basically what I said in my analysis.

18

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And -- but the

Thank you t Mr. Erfer.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

NOt

not reallYt but thank you for

sharing those points with us.
MR. ERFER:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

but

Ms. Tavares t any questions for Mr. Erfer?

22

24

Breaker.

f

It does not really do what we should be doing

19

20

Ci~cuit

I could be wrong on this

You're welcome.

offering?

Members t any questions for Mr. Erfer on his
Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

On the letter D
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1

respects to the Circuit Breaker and you talk about

2

the four families, Mr. Erfer.

3

MR. ERFER:

Yes.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you for your input.

It's

5

really appreciated by the Committee, I'm sure.

The

6

first proposal you talked about, the relief granted

7

via the Circuit Breaker should be deferred, and then

8

you go on to say that

9

property were sold to or transferred to an immediate

at the very end if the

10

family member the lien could continue.

11

look at mUlti-generation families, theoretically

12

could the lien become higher than what the

13

property's actually worth, and that way if they do

14

sell it, they get nothing?

15

to criticize.

16

wouldn't that be the long-term result if the

17

discussion that we're having seems to be to protect,

18

you know, the long-term residents and the

19

multi-generation folks?

20

MR. ERFER:

So if you

And I'm not doing that

I'm just saying that based on this,

Help me with that.

If there were no continued appreciation, it

21

could happen, certainly.

22

seen, of course, this rampant appreciation, but

23

obviously over -- over a lengthy period of years,

24

yes, the property tax accumulation could exceed the

25

value, but I don't know how many years it would

What we -- what we've
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2

taker but it would be significant.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Wellr it would be -- wouldn't -- and

3

I may be wrong, and I'm just -- off the top of my

4

head r wouldn't it be a shorter period of time if it

5

were a smaller unit that really didn't appreciate in

6

value that much?

7

in Wailuku r my property tax over the past 14 years

8

has fluctuated r but it's basically the samer and yet

9

if I were looking at this r wouldn't that get to a

I meanr as an example r right here

10

point where if I were -- say I wanted to mover that

11

I would actually -- like it wouldn't be in my best

12

interest to mover even if the house -- I outgrew it

13

orr you know r something created a situation where \

14

the -- my needs would change and would not now fit

15

that residence that I were in?

16

MR. ERFER:

Wellr looking at my second chart on page lr

17

where the -- I'm sorrYr let's look at the first

18

chart r where the $350 r OOO house r the tax with a

19

homeowner's exemption is $l r 065.

20

would take -- I mean if the assessed values remained

21

the same and the tax remained approximately the

22

samer it would literally take over 300 years --

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

MR. ERFER:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So it would

Yeahr okaYr I see.

-- yeahr to exceed the value.
You're looking at the first --
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2

MR. ERFER:' Yeah, the first chart where -- I mean, and
this is what's going on today.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

MR. ERFER:

The benefit --

Yeah, that house would pay $1,065, which it
I

5

would be well over 300 years before they -- the

6

lien -- and it depends on the interest on the lien,

7

but it would be a very lengthy amount of time.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
clarification.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

Yeah, thank you very much for that
I'm fine, Mr. Chair.

Thank you.
Just that one point that I had for

now.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Johnson, a question?

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

Thank you very much too.

I

15

think your -- your points are well takeh, and

16

particularly on B, where you talk about, you know,

17

our golf course requiring that kind of documentation

18

in order to get that discount, and so we have long

19

been asking -- I know my husband has said why don't

20

they just simply require them to at least

21

that -- you know, maybe not your tax return, but the

22

fact that you have actually filed.

23

prod~ce

My question is with regard to your adjusted

24

gross income in regard to the Circuit Breaker.

25

you say that

And

basically what I'm getting from this
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is it's a very poor mechanism to use for gauging

2

income.

3

be that this is eliminated entirely?

4

part you say it should be eliminated possibly.

5

if you look at their -- their income, should it be

6

all income that's received by the family with no

7

adjustments?

8
9

MR. ERFER:

If we're going to look at income, should it
I know in one
Or

Yeah, I don't know if it should be eliminated,

but my -- my comments had to do with it's -- it is

10

the wrong mechanism, and I also state, because, for

11

instance, here's the single mother with four

12

children, versus the single individual.

13

we should be looking at instead of the adjusted

14

gross income, the, actual taxable income.

15

taxable income is -- includes deductions and

16

exemptions for children.

17

it, but looking at it quickly, it certainly takes a

18

few things into account that the adjusted gross

19

income doesn't.

20

children more benefit than the single individual who

21

doesn't have four children.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

MR. ERFER:

Minimally

The

I'm not that familiar with

It would give this mother with four

Right.

Then there's -- for most of the people that

24

the Circuit Breaker was intended for, a lot of what

25

I'm talking about on depreciation and, as I read in
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1

here, the municipal funds and all -- this would not

2

apply for them, but what we've done by allowing the

3

AGI to be the number is allowing some very high

4

income people to take advantage of the Circuit

5

Breaker when it should not be afforded to them.

6

have no idea how many people take advantage of that.

7

I mean, I -- somebody probably does, but it may be

8

very few because they may not be aware it even

9

exists.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

MR. ERFER:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I

And I --

Some do.
I can only speak to the fact that

13

I know there are quite a few people that I know that

14

are in a higher income bracket that do have those

15

kinds of things, but many of them are also retired,

16

so I guess if they're looking for preserving their

17

capital for their family, that's one aspect to

18

consider too.

19

that I know you separate -- and I guess currently we

20

look at the land and the building together.

21

some of the testimony that we heard earlier, it

22

would appear that many of the people that are I

23

guess able to -- or are having problems, their homes

24

are very old -- let's say or older, and then the

25

land is what's really appreciated, not so much. their

One of the questions I had would be
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1

house.

So could another way that we coul? address

2

this and say if you live in a million dollar

3

house

4

going to depreciate over time.

5

50-year-old house

6

going to be in your land.

7

mechanism where we actually look at eliminating

8

people whose homes are valued -- let's say if it's

9

three-quarters of a million dollars on

because most older properties l the house is
If it's a

in all likelihood the value is

l

Would that be another

UPI

you don't

10

qualify for this at alII where it's their home and

11

not the value of their land.

12

MR. ERFER:

As far as the homeowner's exemption?

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:'

14

MR. ERFER:

Right.

PresumablYI yeah.

Let me say that my -- this

15

analysis is not based on social values or issues as

16

much.

17

looking at the financials of what's going on

18

I've tried to keep my social values and politics out

19

of this completely.

20

certainly a way of handling some of the problems,

21

yes.

22

It's more of a person standing back and

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

It's hard to

dOl

l

and

but that's

WeIll the only reason I suggest

23

this or even ask about it is because of the fact a

24

lot of the testimony that was received today

25

obviously is expressing concerns about our local
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citizens with feeling that they are being burdened

2

with the fact that other people have all this great

3

degree of wealth and that they're moving here and

4

then they're creating problems, unintended, again,

5

consequences for their neighbors, and even as you

6

heard the previous testifier say that that's why I

7

would like to look at mechanisms, Mr. Chair, that

8

address some of those concerns, but also if you can

9

afford generally a three-quarters of a million or a

10

million dollar home and most of those are newly

11

constructed, the chances are you are also able to

12

afford to pay a tax that is far in excess of what

13

somebody else who lives in a really modest dwelling

14

but whose land value is where they're seeing all

15

this appreciation, and that might also combat some

16

of what we see as an inequality or inequity in the

17

way that people are treated.

18

concern is for the local population.

19

about the second and third homes for people that

20

live in Aspen and California or New York.

21

not my concern.

22

people and not make them feel as if they were being

23

driven out of their 'own land and off of their, you

24

know, island.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And particularly my
I don't care

That's

My concern is to protect the local

Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

2

MR. ERFER:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Erfer.

4

MR. ERFER:

one other thing.

If I could just say --

If the situation wasn't

5

that people's land was all of a sudden worth $7

6

million, you could accomplish I think what we want

7

to accomplish by raising the homeowner's exemption

8

to a figure -- it could be 200,OOOr it could be

9

250,000, which would accomplish quite a bit --

10

everything we want to, but it sounds like the

11

problem is when the property becomes worth millions

12

of dollars r not -- not just the residence worth 250.

13

It's now we're hearing $7 million, and that's a

14

different problem that is a social problem, not a

15

mathematical problem.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Right, and I think also from just

17

listening to the testimony of the -- Ms. Newell, who

18

gave that example r I think that they're also between

19

a rock and a hard place because now they're getting

20

offers on the property but it's

21

forced sale situation where people then are coming

22

in and saying, well, I'll give you whatever you want

23

so it's -- it's being driven by those who want to

24

possess that kind of property.

25

that situation, or their family's in this situation

they're in a

So, again, she's in
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through, perhaps, no fault of their own because they

2

would perhaps, from what she said, love to keep that

3

property in the family if it weren't for the fact

4

that their taxes were rising to levels that

5

basically forced them into that situation.

6

has been going on for years.

7

it's a problem in communities that are I guess

8

locked in the way that we are and confined by the

9

ocean and living in island communities.

And this

You know, particularly

These

10

problems crop up much more quickly here than they

11

would given a similar situation on the mainland.

12

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll, any questions for

14

Mr. Erfer?

15

for, one, taking the time to come here this morning,

16

and that I will continue to request his

17

partic"ipation to assist the Committee in coming up

18

with some very real options that we can provide our

19

property taxpayers.

20

Anyone else?

I want to thank Mr. Erfer

Also, Members, I know we are -- we've lost

21

three members that need to be attending a national

22

conference, but I would like to also share -- as

23

dated 11/3, I do have a handout that the Staff was

24

very helpful in putting together.

25

proposals, and as shown, you know, we have proposals

We do have other
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from our very knowledgeable people from COMET, those

2

that are very dogged and tenacious in their

3

perseverance.

4

COMET.

5

Mr. Lee.

6

Force and various people/ from the late Dyke Kondo/

7

we have from Mary Murphy, Tom Boden, we have from

8

the Finance area as well as -- gee/ we have a whole

9

bunch of considerations.

So we have revisions, proposals from

We also have from -- taken comments from
We also have from the Real Property Task

So I would ask that we

10

review this.

11

we have moved this -- as I reviewed our master

12

calendar for this Committee/ we do have the audit

13

coming up shortly/ as well as the fourth quarter's

14

financial report from the Department of Finance/ as

15

well as the Budget Director's capital improvement

16

project status report.

17

work for this Committee to do yet for the remainder

18

of the current calendar year.

19

My intention/ Members/ is that since

So those -- there's a lot of

So I will already share with you that

20

tentatively the Committee has three meetings left

21

for the calendar year, November 18th/ December 2nd/

22

and I understand the need for members to do some of

23

their seasonal personal and family requirements/ so

24

therefore/ the December 16th meeting is an option.

25

And I will be polling you if you feel to make
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yourselves available to attended another Budget and

2

Finance meeting.
It is my intention, because we also have

3
4

budget revision proposals from the Administration

5

for various departments r that I would like to bring

6

real property back within four weeks r so either on

7

the November 18th meeting or the December 2nd

8

meeting I would like to re-post this item to

9

continue the discussions.

Because while we gave

10

and I gave Mr. Erfer his opportunity to share with

11

his consideration r I would also like to take up

12

those that were brought up.

13

to at least seriously look at a consideration of a

14

capr

15

another number r I

16

work with Finance Department and look at what is the

17

financial impacts r both good and bad.

18

I think there's merit

annual cap per year r whether it's 2 percent or
-- at this time I

think we need to

SOr againr I would like us to take a look at

19

those thingsr as well as in my discussions with

20

Mr. Okumura r our Real Property Administrator r and

21

Mr. Regan r while Council can take action in a very

22

few months r the actual implementation effective date

23

is a lot longer.

24

they would please bring some clarity that if Council

25

does take action

So I would ask the Department if

l

whether it be on Circuit
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Breaker -- I think we can do something real good on

2

appeals.

3

everyone should have the ability to appeal before

4

the. deadline passes.

5

committed to working on immediately.

I think appeals needs to be done.

I mean/

So that I believe I'm

But other -- other types of considerations/

6
7

Mr. Okumura or Mr. Regan/ at the earliest what would

8

you say/ you know/ if everything ran smoothly/ goes

9

through Council and then we implement/ what would be

10

the effective date of changes to the system?

11

months?

12

what we ask you to consider?

13

just give a comment/ please.

14

MR. REGAN:

12 months?

18 months?

Six

Would it depend on

If you could give --

I think I was just discussing with Lance/

15

Mr. Chair, in regards to some of our deadlines that

16

we have/ and I know for Circuit Breaker it's

17

September 30th, September 30th/ so, you know/ there

18

are various deadlines and it really depends on what

19

we want to address.

20

know/ the Circuit Breaker deadline is past/ but if

21

you were to look at amending the ordinance somehow

22

to allow for appeals/ I'm sure that those who have

23

applied could appeal.

24

Counsel on that one.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So actually at this point/ you

I'd have to ask our Corp.

I will be working with both you and
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1

Mr. Okumura as well as Corp. Counsel to come up with

2

something for consideration very shortly before the

3

Committee.

4

Ms. Johnson.

5

Anything else/ Members?

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I'll start with

I just wanted to know if you would

6

be entertaining/ then/ at our next meeting any

7

proposals for things that we believe have merit and

8

we should be considering or anything else that might

9

not be on here?

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm open to everything/ Ms. Johnson.

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay/ but,do -- is it your intent/

12

then/ from what you've said that perhaps we would

13

have something to consider at the next meeting, such

14

as an appeal process or some other things that may

15

be able to be implemented without getting into the

16

next budget cycle?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes/ I am.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay/ thank you very much.

Okay/ anything Mr. Nishiki?
No.

I hope that Administration

Microphone/ please/ sir.

Thank you.

Yeah, I hope that Administration has

23

read Mr. Erfer's part of this today's meeting.

24

when is the next meeting scheduled for this?

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm looking at either the 18th of this
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month or the second of December.

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

OkaYr thank you.
I'm done.

Thank you.

Anything r Ms. Tavares?

Yeah r Mr. Chairman, thank you.

7

appreciate all the input that's come from -- from

8

various members of our community.

9

haver as you point outr a lot of -- a lot of

I

You know r we

10

different issues regarding this r and I'm -- I'm

11

wondering if that r you know r when we take smaller

12

bites out of things it's easier to digest than if we

13

swallow the whole pier so to speak.

14

focus our attention in the beginning partr because

15

it seems like an immediate and something that can be

16

accomplished in the short term r is to fix the

17

to improver not fix r improve the Circuit Breaker

18

portion and the home exemption portion.

19

focus on those two issues at the beginning part and

20

then r you know r work on the other things.

And if we could

or

If we could

21

The other thing is that -- I'm not sure if

22

your intention at all through this process was to

23

invite anyone to make a -- you know r a task force or

24

a working group or whatever you want to call it.

25

There are people r I think we've heard from the
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1

community, that have volunteered to come forward to

2

help, and I would just announce now, don't wait for

3

us to appoint a group.

4

whoever wants to take this undertaking, get together

5

on an issue or all of the issues and come out with

6

proposals and submit it.

7

have a formalized task force or subcommittee or

8

anything like that.

9

I believe lots of good ideas about how we can

Get a group together

l

I mean, we don't need to

We have lots of information and

10

improve the system.

And the sooner, you know, we

11

get to it, the better, but, Mr. Chair, I would

12

really like to see us focus on the Circuit Breaker

13

and the home exemption.

14

And I -- you know, I'm totally -- I totally

15

agree, and I can say this now because I'm a senior

16

citizen, but I don't believe you should get

17

exemptions for age.

18

Because there are -- and while we're trying to help

19

that one group that's supposedly is on the fixed

20

income, I mean even Social Security is not a fixed

21

income.

22

Security, not because I get it.

23

so I see it, but we should be looking at something

24

else.

25

building some of those multi-million dollar things,

It should be based on income.

There's an adjustment every year to Social
My mother gets it,

Because there are -- those people who are
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they're senior citizens.
And I really don't think that the rest of us

2

3

should be caught up in what we want to do -- and

4

it's the unintended consequence I think Mr. Erfer

5

was referring tOr that we don't want to get caught

6

up between an emotional attachment to yes r of course

7

we want to support our senior citizens.l but we know

8

in our minds what that definition is of senior

9

citizen r but if we just use an ager that opens it

10

way uPr and I don't think that's what we intended to

11

do when we first designed the Circuit Breaker to

12

help our seniors r as was pointed out earlier.

13

would like us to look at those two issues r

14

Mr. Chair r in particular.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So I

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll?

Mr. Kane?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Realizing

17

the pressure that we get from our communitYr

18

especially when we get reports from our neighbor

19

counties who have taken various actions or are

20

looking to take various actions r whether it's Kauai

21

with their -- with their capr whether it's the Big

22

Island who r as we've been told todaYr are looking at

23

thingsr I'm just glad that you've taken this as --

24

as one of your utmost priorities in this term r as

25

the Chair recognizing how important this is.
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from what I see, I think each and everyone of us as

2

members support your efforts to take this on and

3

make changes.
So although we don't have the glitz and

4

5

glamor of the newspaper articles that show that

6

other places have done it, we are working on it.

7

And although people may feel impatient -- I know one

8

testifier said I want you to act today, right now.

9

It's not that easy, you know, because it deals with

10

such a broad spectrum of

of social issues as well

11

as financial issues that we need to be deliberate

12

and take our time to make sure that what we're doing

13

is well thought out and not just do it for the sake

14

of getting that thing done.

15

So I want to thank you, Mr. Chair, for -- for

16

being deliberate in your efforts, and I look forward

17

to the proposals that come forward.

18

is trying to formulate some things based on the

19

information, including from Mr. Erfer, and see if we

20

can come forward with something that hopefully will

21

help the citizens of Maui.

22

everyone of us pay property taxes, so we all feel

23

it.

24

Council doesn't mean that we don't pay.

25

so we feel it.

We all feel it.

My office, too,

And I think each and

Just because we're on the

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Before we adjourn today's

2

meeting, I would just like to give some -- a few

3

comments.

4

as well as you, the members of this Committee, that,

5

you know, Mr. Tavares stated in his own unique

6

way -- and thank goodness he has that unique style

7

and flair

8

taxation, in particular under real property,

9

Members, as your Chairman and as one who's

I would like to share with all our people

but one of the things as we look at

10

participated on this Council, as -- because a part

11

of the earlier consideration when we dealt with the

12

police and what was a contract

13

requirement that we have -- we are going to be

14

approving, part of what drives how we look at the

15

taxation and the rates is the cost of County

16

services.

17

contract

It is the big driver.

And so, again, I bring up what I shared in my

18

earlier opening comments regarding the two things,

19

the type and level of service, and once we get past

20

that, the quality and efficiency of the delivery

21

will impact the dollar requirements.

22

know, and the last thing I'm going to share with you

23

that I hope we take a look at -- because we've heard

24

terms of equity, fairness, quality, we need not only

25

need to look at how to fairly allocate the tax

And -- you
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burden among our people, but what it comes down to

2

is what is the size of that burden that we're going

3

to need to deal with.

4

So I share that with you because there's a

5

lot of factors that impact what we will be doing.

6

And as Mr. Erfer pointed out, even at times I -- you

7

know, I would like to continue to believe that past

8

Councils try to do it very well and that sometimes

9

the unintended consequences we face now may not have

10

been anticipated, particularly with the annual large

11

jumps in valuation, but that we can minimize or take

12

into account how to address unintended consequences

13

in a much quicker and more acceptable way than to

14

wait another 15 years before we address that --

15

those problems that arise.

16

Okay.

And I know that the Department has

17

challenges.

I think we as the legislative branch

18

are up to dealing and assisting the Department of

19

those challenges.

20

the size of Maui, and yet real property for them is

21

only 10 people more and they have a bigger

22

population than our County, they have greater land

23

masses than this County, and they function with just

24

about ten more employees basically in real property

25

for the Big Island.

The Big Island is more than twice

So we will -- as our Committee
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Staff has already indicated, we have contacted the

2

County of Hawaii.

3

County of Kauai.

4

interested to present to you what our sister

5

counties and our colleagues are doing to approach

6

some of the similar situations, which is rapid

7

advancement in valuation.

We have made contact with the
Because we are interested and I'm

8

And so I share that with you because I want,

9

you know, you to know as well as our community know

10

that maybe -- while I have not posted since July, it

1'1

does not mean I have not -- it doesn't mean I've

12

stopped working on this.

13

this until I was ready to bring forward something

14

that had a bit of meat so we can take a bite and

15

chew -- chew on it and move forward on it.

16

Mr. Nishiki.

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

I've continually worked on

And I appreciate that, but I

18

really want to find out in our next meeting from

19

this Administration, you know, we're talking about

20

the ability to collect additional revenues that we

21

are now losing, and one was that hiring of somebody

22

in Honolulu to update all the different

23

developments.

24

Administration at our next meeting about their

25

ability or inability to collect these lost revenues,

And I want an update from this
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1

the area of simple language in here about home

2

exemption.

3

it's not three people.

4

have.

5

also if you need additional manpower to collect the

6

revenues that are being lost! first of all, before

7

we even think about, as we said, other venues of

8

raising taxes, perhaps, Mr. Chairman.

9

hope that this Administration is ready to update us

10
11

You know, we heard someone say, well,
It's five people that we

I hope you'll be honest enough to tell us

And I would

with that.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

We will forward that request in writing so

12

that Mr. Regan and Mr. Okumura can refer to

13

something, but I would ask so that would you allow

14

me to add one more thing to that request.

15

saying what resource, I think we need to be very

16

real, Members! and ask real property and the

17

Department of Finance, can they find -- or what is

18

the ability to find and secure those appraisers and

19

compliance people that have been brought up in

20

testimony and in discussion?

21

but to be able to go get those qualified people to

22

do the work is another matter that! you know! I'm

23

sure Lance deals with on a daily basis, the ability

24

to get those qualified people to do that difficult

25

work.

Besides

Knowing what we need,

So that will be also part of the request.
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1

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Okay, anything else, Members?
Thank your Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
I also want to

4

comment on your opening remarks with respects to

5

and I'll -- and I'll change the language just a

6

little where

7

¢iversifying our revenue.

8

this Committee r I hope whoever can can participate

9

in our discussion on the legislative package for

little bitr but it's the thought of
Tomorrow, as an FYI to

10

HSAC.

11

benefit not only Maui CountYr but other three

12

counties with respects to the reformulating of the

13

take on Transient Accommodation Taxes.

14

There is one bill in particular that looks to

The bill that we have before us in our latest

15

discussion wiil allow the County of Maui to receive

16

approximately $10 million more than what we are

17

currently receiving.

18

sales tax for Honolulu and the neighbor islands if

19

they reach -- or reach a population base minimum

20

200 r OOO r

21

that information coming from our census r we wouldn't

22

be able to real realize that for at least till 2010,

23

actuallYr 2012 r because that's when the results come

24

back from the census r and even if we don't get

25

there r it will be another ten years before we would

It does tie into a County

which we are pretty far off now.
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1

even have even a consideration of a County tax.
Based on pre-liminary analysis

2

I

even if we do

3

achieve 200,000 in -- in population l it still would

4

not be to our benefit to consider a sales tax.

5

so the bill really is geared towards Honolulu

6

because they have the basel the population basel and

7

I just wanted to again reiterate your point about

8

revenue.

9

gain for us here, but what that does is it relieves

And

l

This is something that not only we can

10

the people who live here and reside here from

11

additional tax burdens

12

and we're able to spread out the tax base and have

13

the visitor pay from that transient accommodation

14

pay for some of the impacts that we have here in the

15

County of Maui

l

I

it relieves them of that

l

as well as throughout the state.

So I'm hoping that each of the Members

16

l

I

as

17

well as whoever in the public who would like to see

18

what we're talking about and have comment on to

19

participate in tomorrow's discussion in the

20

Government Relations Committee.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson?

I just wanted to comment too on a

23

comment that you made

24

sometimes something we forget, and that's that we

25

have our other sister islands and we look at the

l

which is really -- I think
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1

legislation and we look at their budgets and how

2

they manage their finances.

3

really presents a challenge I think for Maui County

4

is the fact that we have Maui/ Hana/ which is really

5

almost sometimes an island onto itself/ we have

6

Molokai, Lanai, and Kahoolawe,

7

know/ there's no tax base there right now.

ev~n

though, you

But those challenges/ I think/ even for our

8
9

One of the things that

departments, whether it's our Fire/ Police/ Finance/

10

all of that presents a challenge.

11

might look at the other models for other islands

12

within the Hawaiian island chain r we are not the

13

same.

14

challenge/ when we're trying to balance the budget

15

and then explain to taxpayers why we can't deliver

16

the same kinds of services for, the same kind of

17

money.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because while we

And that's what makes it an even greater

So I hope people don't forget that also.
Thank you.

Anyone else?

If not/ the last

19

comment from the Chair that I will share and that I

20

would like to also have Finance Department consider

21

should they wish to give a comment is that we also

22

have major legislation pending before Council, which

23

is Bill 84.

24

you choose to provide comment is if the driving

25

force of future land use will be the community plan,

And what I would ask you to consider if
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1

will that have any consequences on how we look at

2

real property since we now base it on zoning?

3

if there's language that makes the community plan

4

the driving force, particularly with automatic down

5

zoning, then is there any unintended financial

6

exposure that impacts the County?

7

it's going to be a unique way, whereby, in my

8

opinion, maybe zoning will not be the driving force

9

of how we will be looking at real property.

Okay.

Because

Stating that, Members, we have a lot of more

10

11

additional work to do, and so until the next

12

meeting, thank you very much.

13

But

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (excused: DAM, MJM, JP)

14

ACTION:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

ADJOURN:

DEFER pending further discussion.

This meeting is adjourned.

(Gavel) .

12 :21 p.m.

17
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19
20
21
22
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C E R T I F I CAT E

1

2

STATE OF BAWAI I

3
4

SS.
CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

6

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

<supervision; that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13

I further certify that I am not attorney for any of

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17

DATED this 26th day of November, 2003, in Honolulu,
Hawaii.
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